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13EDITORIAL
W hat are the first things that come 

to mind when you think of 
passion? Enjoying a beautiful story, 
folding origami models, caring for pets 
at home (especially guinea pigs or cats), 
spending time with friends and family 
and learning about problems related to 
mathematics and computer science are 
just a few of the things that come to 
mind when I think about it. An image 
search shows passion flowers and 
passion fruit, Easter related events, self 
help websites, romantic pictures, 
motors and more.

EDITOR IN CHIEF Anne Nijsten

Passion is different for everyone. For some even 

nothing may come to mind when trying to answer the 

question above. Still, like the tin man in the Wizard of 

Oz wants to make clear, passion is something that is 

important in life.

In our association, many people are passionate about 

what they do and are sharing this with others. 

Therefore, in this edition you can for example find 

more about Parelpracht, a graduation project, the 

introduction week, working for a student team and 8 

pages of infima!
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CHAIR’S NOTE
O ne of my favorite women of all times has once said: ‘Passion is the bridge that 

takes you from pain to change’. These wise words of Frida often echo through 
my mind when I get upset about an issue or when I disagree with something. It 
reminds me to not only be frustrated but to channel my anger into finding a solution 
to the problem I see. That’s why I think passion is one of the most important tools we 
have to bring about change. 

TEXT Sanne de Wit

GE
W

IS

For those who don’t know me yet, my name is Sanne 

de Wit and I’m the chair of GEWIS for this academic 

year. Amongst my other tasks that also means I have 

the pleasure of writing three Chair’s Notes for the 

coming three Suprema. You might have noticed that 

the name of this article was changed from ‘Chairman’s 

note’ to ‘Chair’s note’. I choose to call myself chair 

instead of chairman when describing my function 

within the board. The explanation of why nicely fits 

in with the theme of this Supremum, passion. 

“ What irks me about 
the words chairman 
and chairwoman is 

that almost half of the 
word is used only to 

describe the gender of 
the person fulfilling 

the role ”
As people have often told me, I’m quite a passionate 

person, with my most apparent passion being women’s 

rights. What irks me about the words chairman and 

chairwoman is that almost half of the word is used 

only to describe the gender of the person fulfilling the 

role. In my opinion this is really nothing of interest, 

since my gender has nothing to do with how I chair 

meetings or delegate tasks. I call myself chair since I 

believe that by using gender neutral language, we 

better the position of women in society.

“ Something I love 
about my board 

members is that they 
are all very passionate ”
Yes, this feels like just a very small step in the right 

direction, but calling myself chair has been important 

for me to symbolize that I’m taking my passion with 

me in this board year.  Also, I am definitely enjoying 

the nickname ‘Stoel’ more than I was expecting. Some 

may find that I take my stance as a feminist too far 

sometimes, or that I worry too much about it. Maybe 

they’re right, however, that is just what passion does 

with you. 

Something I love about my board members is that they 

are all very passionate. We are passionate about 

improving student wellbeing, making international 

students feel welcome, protecting our members’ 

privacy, sharing knowledge within committees and 

so much more. My hope is that our shared passion 

will be the bridge that takes us from hard work to 

meaningful changes at GEWIS during our board year.

Supremum 54.0 | 4

GEW
IS
EDUCATION FIRST 
TEACHERS WITH PASSION

I t is that time of the year again. It is getting colder and the days are becoming 
shorter, but no worries, there is a new fresh happy board to light up your days, 

including a new educational officer! Just like all previous educational officers, this 
new one also has a passion for improving education as much as she can.

TEXT Anne van den Elzen

Hello there, mind your step as you enter the time 

machine. Ready? Together we go 7 years back in time. 

I am in my third year of high school and have no idea 

what I want to do after I finish high school.  This is of 

course absolutely normal when you are 14, but young 

me is pretty certain what she doesn’t like: everything 

related to the French language. This is mostly due to 

the fact that my teacher and I just don’t have a 

connection. He is strict and grumpy and looks like he 

doesn’t even enjoy being a teacher. The course 

mathematics, however, I really enjoy. My mathematics 

teacher is really fun and passionate about her field 

and a school day becomes much more fun when I 

know I have mathematics that day. To be honest, she 

is the reason I now study mathematics.

“ It could be even worse 
when you get scarred 
for life and 10 years 
from now still have 
nightmares about 
your French course ”

Not only in high school is it important to have a teacher 

that can share their passion, at university it is just as 

important if not even more. If a teacher just explains 

the lecture notes or reads the slides out loud during 

the lecture, it is most likely the case that you are not 

that motivated for this course at all, despite the actual 

content of the course. It could be even worse when 

you get scarred for life and 10 years from now still 

have nightmares about your French course.  This is a 

shame, because learning new things should be exciting 

and a lot of fun!

“ Teachers are also just 
humans and love to 
get a compliment now 
and then ”

If, while reading this article, a certain teacher pops in 

your mind, do not hesitate to tell them! Teachers are 

also just humans and love to get a compliment now 

and then. Now that we’re at it, as the educational officer, 

I advise you to always just give feedback to your 

teachers. Then maybe, just maybe, they can fire up 

your passion for their course!  
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M
EM

BER
WE LOVE WHAT WE DO, DON’T WE?

Y ou love what you do, and get paid to do it. Or, for now, you get to borrow money at 
no interest to do it. Working and studying at our university is a privilege. It is not 

a monotonous factory job where you count the days until retirement. It is not sitting 
at home, waiting for the phone to ring. And it is definitely not going through life 
without a home at all. No, you get to discover things that nobody in the whole history 
of mankind knew before. You get to teach and learn all the things you ever wanted to 
know. And all that on a vibrant campus in the smartest region in Europe.

TEXT dr. Robert van der Drift (managing director)

The Oxford dictionary describes what you feel for your 

study or work as a ‘strong and barely controllable 

emotion’. You can’t help yourself, even if you wanted 

to. And they know that. They take advantage of your 

passion. First they let you do all the stuff that you 

know comes with the job, but where your heart isn’t 

really in. Administrative duties, paperwork, it takes 

up all your regular work hours. Luckily for them, a day 

has many hours. Some of those are spent on more 

chores, because you hadn’t finished yet. When all of 

that is finally said and done, the dying hours of the 

day are dedicated to science. You love that so much 

that you (almost) forget about the rest.

They made it much worse the last couple of years, isn’t 

it? More and more, the things that you are passionate 

about take a back seat to procedures and paperwork. 

Countless intermediate tests, all meticulously 

described in ever bigger PER’s. Gone is the spontaneity, 

the academic formation. You have no time for your 

students anymore, now just a number hidden from 

everyone by GDPR. They also are with more now, right? 

There are more students, but also more support staff 

to help them. Is it causality, or just correlation? You 

start to lose your passion and are almost ready to tap 

out. Take a nice and quiet job in industry.

The Oxford dictionary describes “they” as ‘a group of 

people in authority regarded collectively: they cut my 

water off’. The example is interesting. Somebody, not 

you, cut the water off. You have no way of turning it 

back on yourself. The blame is on them. Not on you. 

Black and white. You probably see where I am going 

with this. Even in the example, you probably played 

your part (perhaps you did not pay the bill, that 

typically does the trick).

“ We love what we do, 
and drive ourselves 
crazy doing it ”

We love what we do, and drive ourselves crazy doing 

it. Your thesis has just five chapters? Mine is going to 

be seven! You work just 60 hours each week? I work 

nearly 80 hours! It is deeply ingrained in our culture. 

But there is hope. Cultures can change. In financial 

Europe, there are two capitals: London and Frankfurt. 

In London, you are considered dumb if you work less 

than 100 hours. In Frankfurt, you are considered dumb 

if you cannot get your work done in 40 hours. You 

clearly must be underqualified. Let’s be more like 

Frankfurt. If we really want it, we can love what we 

do and have some time left for other passions.

DE
PA

RT
M

EN
T

FROM TURKEY TO THE 
NETHERLANDS

A s a student who came all the way from a different country to study here, I can 
say there are a lot of reasons I like studying in the Netherlands: the education 

quality, the ways of teaching, the campus, the city. However, with all the nice 
qualities, there are also things that any student may struggle with.

TEXT Sinem Üner

Both international and Dutch students might have to 

leave their homes and move to a new place, it’s a 

struggle most students can relate to. For a lot of foreign 

students, this move is even more drastic and the travel 

distance is longer. There are also smaller things that 

I have found foreign or challenging here, that most 

people might not.

In my mother tongue (which is Turkish), we have a 

phrase, “kolay gelsin” which you usually say to 

someone who is working, and it basically wishes that 

their work will be easy for them. When I moved abroad 

for the first time, funnily one of the things that 

reminded me I’m in a new country was the urge to say 

this to people when I’m out, but not being able to. This 

was something that I wouldn’t think would affect me 

as much as it did. However, to get used to the language 

and the culture here a bit easier, I started learning 

Dutch. Now, I say “fijne dag” (have a good day), whenever 

I leave a store or have an interaction with someone, 

and it makes me feel more acclimated.

Another thing I found very different was the lack of 

strays on the streets. While this is a good thing, since 

animals don’t have to suffer on the streets, there is a 

part of me that misses a cat or a dog walking up to me 

to get pets on almost any street back in Turkey. 

However, since I am no longer used to doing that in 

Eindhoven, any time I do see a cat on the street (usually 

a house cat just wandering around), it leads me to get 

very excited about it and makes me happy to be living 

here.

Back in Turkey, it would take me a pretty long time to 

go to the city centre or meet up with friends, whereas 

here, everything is so close to me. This may be a trait 

special to Eindhoven, but I feel like I can get anywhere 

with my bike now. Of course, it took me a while to get 

used to it (and I’m still not a good cyclist) and it is quite 

the workout sometimes. But, it feels freeing to be able 

to get on my bike and cycle to the centre, the campus 

or to my friends. Also, one thing I’ve been really 

enjoying is cycling at night, with very few people out. 

This way I get to experience the silence and the 

stillness of the city.

There may be little things like these that may make 

you feel foreign to a new city and it may feel 

overwhelming sometimes, however, it feels much 

better once you get to know and get used to these 

things. I hope we can also share the little things in 

this city that feel welcoming to us, and make it feel 

more like home.
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SECRET PROVISIONING AT PRODRIVE
Prodrive designs and manufactures IoT devices for 

other companies. When an IoT device is designed, it 

is often a requirement for the device to be provisioned 

(programmed) with a secret. Often this is a PKI 

certificate (Public Key Infrastructure, the same kind 

of certificate that is used for securing web traffic 

through HTTPS). This secret is then used by a cloud 

service to verify that the device is a genuine device. 

This is usually done by mutual TLS during the TLS 

handshake.

A secret is provisioned at the same moment in the 

production process that the product is functionally 

tested. This maximizes the efficiency of our production 

facilities because this requires the device to be 

connected to an external system only once during the 

manufacturing process. The process of provisioning 

secrets to IoT devices during production was not yet 

standardized within Prodrive. Each test engineer 

developed their own solution from scratch for every 

specific product. This took a lot of development time.

To further raise our security standards and reduce 

development time, it was decided that a generic 

framework for provisioning secrets to IoT devices 

needed to be developed. The goal was to create an 

intuitive interface for test engineers that they can use 

to securely provision secrets for all products. The test 

engineer should only have to worry about requesting 

a secret and programming it into the product. 

WAY OF WORKING
Our graduation project was part of a full-fledged 

Prodrive project which worked Agile in sprints of two 

weeks. After composing the requirements for the 

framework, all features were added to the backlog. It 

took a lot of time to get all requirements straight, as a 

lot of employees were considered stakeholders for 

this project. Often these stakeholders also don’t really 

know what they want, or what the best solution will 

be. Iterative development is therefore often a better 

approach because newly obtained insights can be 

applied immediately.

GRADUATION PROJECT
As the architect of my own graduation project, I had 

the ability to choose whatever programming language 

suit the job best. My graduation partner Thomas and 

I liked F#, and it is also a suitable language for the 

project. Therefore, this was our language of choice. F# 

is the functional ‘brother’ of C# and still is in the .NET 

ecosystem which is used by Prodrive within dozens 

of projects.

We started the development of the framework during 

our graduation period, and I am still actively working 

on finalizing the framework. The secret provisioning 

framework must initially support three types of secrets:

 »  PKI certificates: a name and public key signed 

using the private key of a trusted party.

 »  Product secrets: data generated during production 

that must be stored in a secure manner (password 

to access a web interface).

 »  Secret ranges: predefined data which must be 

securely transferred to a product during the 

production process (customer supplied data). 

The first challenge we faced was making sure the 

secrets were not exposed at some point in the entire 

provisioning flow. Multiple departments are involved 

in the handling of the secrets, for example, the test 

development and the IT services department. Thus, it 

was key to communicate with all involved departments 

and to help them integrate appropriate measures to 

secure the entire provisioning flow.

GLOBALIZATION
Finally, the framework needed to be deployed to our 

facilities around the globe. This is when another big 

challenge emerged; how to ensure availability by 

distribution of the secret data without leaking 

information or opening up additional attack vectors. 

For example, a product is developed in our facility in 

Eindhoven. Afterwards, it is shipped to one of our 

customers in Asia. Many years later, the product needs 

to be serviced in our facility in Suzhou (China) by one 

of our service engineers. Even though we store the 

product data at the production facility in Eindhoven, 

the service engineer in Suzhou must be able to retrieve 

the necessary secrets to reprogram the product before 

it can be sent out to the customer again. The data 

could be made available globally by the means of 

replication. However, from an information security 

point of view, it is not desired to store (secret) 

information in multiple locations if this is not 

necessary. The chosen solution is to retrieve the data 

when it is required in another factory which means 

sacrificing some availability (in case of connection 

downtime) in favour of security.

“ The best way to 
predict the future is  
to invent it ”

PERSONAL GOALS
I often wonder how we can improve this solution even 

further. In the future, I would like to expand the 

framework to make it more user-friendly. A user 

interface would make it possible for a product designer 

to setup the provisioning of secrets for a new product. 

The designer would draw out a PKI which would 

automatically be deployed with relevant issuer 

certificates to our facilities around the globe. This 

would allow provisioning of secrets even when a 

facility becomes isolated from the rest of our 

infrastructure because of network downtime. This 

might still seem far ahead in the future. Though, the 

best way to predict the future is to invent it.CO
M

PA
NY

PROVISIONING OF SECRETS  DURING THE PRODUCTION OF 
IOT DEVICES

A s increasingly more Internet of Things (IoT) devices are vulnerable to cyber-
attacks, it is my mission to make sure that IoT devices manufactured at Prodrive 

Technologies are not part of this vulnerable group of devices. Having worked at 
Prodrive for 3 years now, I have been working within the department responsible for 
all internal applications that support the manufacturing process. As of July 2021, I 
graduated from my Information Technology BSc. by developing a secret provisioning 
framework.

TEXT Arthur Heidt (Software Engineer), 

 Prodrive Technologies

0

Process and infrastructure of issuing a PKI  

certificate to an IoT device.

0
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IN
FI

M
A

I nfimum: A strange or funny quotation from a teacher, a student or faculty member. 
Here you can find infima sent to the Supremum committee via inf.gewis.nl.

Noa: “Eerst dacht ik dat ze een kusje gaven, maar 

toen voelde ik iets nattigs”

Naomi: “Mijn laatste hersencel is al overleden.”

*Mainstreet - stop the time (live) staat op* 

Maureen van N: “Dit is echt verschrikkelijk. Ava jij 

kan gewoon bij Mainstreet!”

Roy: “Is een tap niet gewoon een heel lang rietje voor 

een fust?”

Jeroen: “Ik kan gewoon niet douchen omdat ik niet 

kan stoppen met braken.”

Saskia: “Is het racistisch dat we de zwarte snoepjes 

over laten? Ik vind de zwarte niets eens lekker.”

Ruben: “Gast koop een robotstofzuiger das echt ziek 

chill.” 

Pieter: “Hij heeft een vriendin, hè.”

Ruben B tegen Jealy: “Heb je wel eens dat je je benen 

gekruist doet en je dan je ballen samen knijpt?”

Pieter tegen Jealy: “Het was J-E-A-L-E-A-Y toch?”

Eline: “Noa, kan je me helpen om een stukje noodle 

uit mijn oog te halen?”

Mees: “I really want to stick it up there, but you have 

to find the right time to do it.” 

Samuel: “I never said “naked slak”.”

Bartjan: “NWERC, which I think is in Iceland this 

year, in Helsinki... Oh no, that’s not true” 

*laughs it off* 

Bartjan: “It’s in Reykjavik?... Yeah, Reykjavik... there 

you go!” 

*nervous laugh* 

Guido: “GEZWEM zou heel leuk zijn als je niet op een 

boot zou zitten.”

Amy: “How can you be Portuguese? You lived in 

England!”

Joy: “If you need any help please tell me because I 

will sit you down and study you!”

Samuel: “Er is maar 1 manier om dit fout te doen, en 

dat is hoe Jasper dit gedaan heeft”

Jonas: “Sako heeft een kleine zaako”

Bartjan: “Well, Joris ran the marathon so give him a 

break.” 

Victoria: “So? I played a hockey match.”

Irne V.: “Jongens, hoe spel je plafond?”

Bartjan H. : “Heeft de Web een website?”

Joris: “Kan je van je laptop printen?” 

Samuel: “Je kan bijna niet van de GEWIS PCs printen. 

Maar je kan wel van de printers printen!”

Wietske de B: “En als we het dan over een server 

hebben, dan hebben we het toch over een groot zwart 

hard ding?”

Sanne: “CBC, maak me stuk.”

Roy K.: “Waarom kraakt de printer ineens zo hard?” 

Max O.: “Dat is de printer...”

Pim: “I don’t like the size of this.”

Alexandra: “Rink is gewoon een teletubbie. In plaats 

van tinkiewinkie, rinkiepinkie.” 

Rink: “Kijk Noa had aan het begin van de avond haar 

kleren nog aan!”

Tim K: “Ik heb een liever een SOA dan een kind.”

Eug: “Minstens 600!? Daar begint het pas!”

Alexandra tegen Hannah: “Jij bent dus gewoon 

Samuels moeder!”

Koen: “Sauzen behalve mayonaise en ketchup.” 

Iris: “Ketchup!” 

Koen: “Nee, behalve ketchup en mayonaise!” 

Iris: “Mayonaise!”

Tim vd W: “Ik had bijna mijn tanden in zijn achterste 

gezet! Zet dit alsjeblieft niet in de infima.”

Alex: “Janne, heb jij Star Wars gezien?” 

Janne: “Ja, ik denk het wel, da’s toch met Spock?”

Bart J. during the first on-campus lecture: “It’s a bit 

weird to be wearing pants again while teaching.”

ED: “Student onwel op feest in Eindhoven.” 

Gijs B: “Bijna een echte dag van de doden.”

Lieke: “Vinden jullie tofu een hem of een haar?” 

Lucy: “Dat is eten.”

Bouke: “Maar stel je moet mond-op-mond krijgen 

van die gast, dan laat mij maar liggen hoor.”

Celine: “Een dronken vierkant is de definitie van een 

ruit.”

Frederik naar Willem: “Had je gewild dat Kim op je 

had gepoept?”

*Mees shows an old picture of himself* 

Leticia: “How old ago was that?” 

Mees: “At least 3”

Vincent: “Wat is juni en welke maand komt er voor?”

Linh N.: “Is it me or is the moon moving?”

*Leticia making out with a boy* 

Bartjan: “Not to disturb you, but, I am leaving, byeee!”

Evie: “Ik verstond: Wil je een relatie met Jay-Z?”

Wietske de B.: “We hebben een lengteverschil van 

69.”

Rink: “Je werd niet geaaid. Ik checkte of je nat was.”

Sunny: “Nee, niet in mijn gat kruipen.”

Liselotte: “Waar staat wmb voor?” 

Amy: “Wie betaalt wat”

Lucy: “Ik kijk nu al op tegen m’n BEP.” 

Tim: “Nee joh, dat is echt de leukste anderhalf jaar 

van je leven!”

Celine: “Wat voor letter is dat? ... Oh, het is een 2, dat 

is best logisch!”

Victoria during the final Functional Programming 

assignment: “I finally kind of get what the monard is 

doing here.” 

Bartjan: “Well, to begin with, it’s a monad.”

Lars: “Dat zal wel iets Leids zijn.” 

Saskia: “Nee, dat is ABN.” 

Maureen: “Kirsenvloai.”

Leticia: “Oh, I’m f*cked.” 

Jeroen: “In what way are you “f*cked”? ”

Liselotte: “Dat is ook een bvo’tje: bittergarnituur voor 

onderweg!”

Niekie: “Ik ga zo naar de kapper.” 

Tim: “Welke kapper?” 

Niekie: “De kapper die vroeg “Yes” heten.” 

Fatuma: “Dan heet hij nu “No” zeker.”
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PARELPRACHT
W hen talking about passion, you can think of many things. For me, it is one of 

the many little (programming) projects I undertake in my free time. Of course, 
there is also the passion many of us share, namely our beautiful study association. 
Combine this with a board year with corona and lockdowns and GEWIS’s brand new 
CRM-system ParelPracht is born.

TEXT Roy Kakkenberg

Wait, maybe I am going a bit too quick. Let’s first share 

some context. GEWIS uses many different digital 

systems, and we wouldn’t be a Computer Science study 

association if we didn’t build them ourselves. 

Goudglans was one of them. It was the primary system 

used by the External Affairs Officer and C4 to automate 

the process regarding collaborations with companies 

and keeping track of them over the years. However, 

people who have used it might remember that it was 

quite, ehm, dated. Therefore, it was one of the 39th 

board’s goals to replace this system with a brand new 

system.

Why automating the process of collaborations? Well, 

it is a real pain to make dozens of contracts and 

invoices by hand in the beautiful LaTeX templates we 

have. Humans make mistakes (e.g. when counting the 

total value of all contracted products or forgetting to 

add a reference number), but computers do not make 

mistakes. Well, only the mistakes the programmer 

made. Luckily, these things we call “bugs” are non-

existent in any code piece of software that runs at 

GEWIS.

As you all might remember, SudoSOS was still a work-

in-progress during my board year. Finding people to 

build a system ourselves seemed like a hard task, so 

the first thing that came to mind was to look for an 

already existing system we could use. Unfortunately, 

all systems we looked at were primarily focussed on 

logging contact and not on automating contracts and 

invoices. There were possibilities of adding 

functionality to create PDF files of contracts and (even 

harder) invoices, but then we would - again - resort to 

nasty hacks to get a system to do what we want. And 

that was especially not the goal of a new system.

Speaking of nasty hacks: time for a little side step. 

The most beautiful nasty hack I encountered in 

Goudglans (the old system) was for creating English 

contracts and invoices. Goudglans does not support 

multiple languages and thus only works in Dutch. 

Unfortunately, Ralph, the External Affairs Officer of 

the 36th board, needed an English PDF file, so what 

did he do? Well, he cloned the .php file that made the 

PDFs and translated the hardcoded text to English. 

Now, you could create an English PDF file by simply 

adding “_en” to the URL and pressing the (still Dutch) 

“maak PDF’’ button. Beautiful, isn’t it?

Okay, so back to the original subject. It was the 

beginning of December 2020 and Jealy and I concluded 

we could not find a good system to replace Goudglans 

with. Koen and I were already meming for months 

that we would build a system ourselves (did you see 

the “Goudglans 2” meme in the boardroom?), but with 

the lockdown and the empty agendas of all board 

members, it actually became a reasonable option. So, 

we decided to go for it.

Koen already did some preparation work, so the whole 

board could work on the project during the Christmas 

break. We had two physical working moments at Jealys 

place to make some real progress and (of course) do 

some good board bonding with a “few” beers afterwards. 

After the Christmas break, we had to work on our board 

tasks again, so progress on the project for most board 

members stagnated. Except for me, because I noticed 

that the amount of board tasks I had as treasurer were 

drastically less during lockdowns. Apparently 

treasurers have almost nothing to do when no money 

is spent.

So, I spent most of my spare time working on 

ParelPracht: one workday (mostly Tuesdays) in the 

boardroom, in the train from and to my parents and 

sometimes on a boring Sunday afternoon. For the 

curious: you can still stalk my git commits on the 

repositories on the GEWIS Github page, because the 

project is open source! Of course, it was not only me 

continuing the work. There were still many working 

moments during the lockdown and even after that, 

but they were unfortunately not that frequent and 

productive anymore, because, well, we had board tasks 

to do as well.

What really helped this project going forward, was the 

fact that we opted for quick development. However, 

quick development means that you hand over some 

of the work, also known as using packages. Using a 

package for everything seems amazing, but it can also 

give rise to something called dependency hell: issues 

caused by several packages that have dependencies 

on the same shared packages or libraries, because 

they depend on different and incompatible versions 

of these shared packages. That’s a whole mouthful, 

but the TL;DR is that it causes a lot of headaches when 

you want to keep your application up to date. Of course 

we still tried to minimize this, but the fact that 

ParelPracht has many more dependencies is the major 

difference between ParelPracht and a project like 

SudoSOS.

Today, ParelPracht is fully running on the GEWIS server 

and is being used for a while now by both the External 

Affairs Officer as well as C4. Almost all data is migrated 

from Goudglans, so that system can be shut down 

soon. Many of ParelPracht’s bugs were fixed during 

last summer break, so few issues remain. For me, this 

project was something that really helped me during 

the pandemic to have something to do in all those 

empty hours. Seeing the system actually being used 

and being stable gives me a really satisfying feeling 

and I hope that GEWIS can enjoy it for many years to 

come. Of course, a project like this is never finished, 

and I am already thinking about some possible updates. 

However, a very good next project might be to archive 

Goudglans, so the passion that Sander Leemans (of 

the 27th board) put into it can also be preserved for 

all eternity.

“If Goudglans is so great, why is there no Goudglans 2?”
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INTRO 21
T his year I joined my first official GEWIS committee, and quite an important one 

at that: The Intro Committee. Simply put, the Intro Committee organizes 
everything related to the Bachelor Introduction Week and the first activities to get 
the new first year students acquainted with studying and with the association.

TEXT Ruben Wolters - Intro21

At the start of February, we had our first meeting where 

all of the official roles would be assigned and everyone 

was given their responsibilities. Since the Introduction 

week has so many things that have to be done, we 

somewhat evenly divide all tasks among the members. 

Sadly, this meeting, and all meetings until some point 

during the summer break were online due to Covid. 

Luckily that did not hinder our progress. We quickly 

got to deciding on a theme, which became “Explore 

your Space”. 

After deciding on this theme, we quickly got to work 

on a logo which, in accordance with the TU/e wide 

theme of Superheroes, had to be a superhero. And thus 

we created Wokkel, our official mascot for Intro21. Next 

to creating a logo, a theme announcement video had 

to be created( that was to be shown during the ITBB), 

as well as the Intro Theme Announcement Borrel, for 

which I was the main responsible. The idea for the 

video was basically to parody The Matrix, but instead 

of finding out the truth, it was about finding out the 

true theme of the intro week. An evening full of 

laughing at stupid jokes and terrible movie ideas later, 

the script was finished. The roles were divided among 

the committee members and we got to film and put 

everything together. In the meantime, we were all busy 

getting everything sorted for the ITBB itself. While the 

video is the final goal of the activity, the journey had 

to be made as well. Normally, this is just a drink at 

GEWIS with some nice decorations, but because we 

were living in Covid times, we had to think of some 

alternative. We ended up creating a scavenger hunt 

which took place via an online conferencing platform, 

where participants had to answer questions, leading 

to a code that links them to the announcement video. 

Of course we could not help ourselves, linking people 

all over the internet REQUIRED some light trolling, so 

we replaced all non-existing pages of our website with 

the Rick roll. Once the video was found, the intro season 

had officially started.

While all of this was going on, in the background we 

were getting in contact with a lot of different people: 

a clothing company to produce the shirts, tech 

companies to organize their talks, university staff for 

their talks and lectures, etc. And of course the big one: 

CIC, the Central Introduction Committee. The 

committee that does the organization of the organizers, 

making sure that every association has their own field, 

organizing the food for every day, the parties, and all 

rules surrounding the intro week. Whenever something 

we were working on was unclear, or we needed more 

information, it was running to their office, nearly daily 

in the last two weeks. 

While many of the organizational things went quite 

smoothly, others were much more difficult. One of 

these difficult problems was the number of shirts for 

the kiddos we needed. While this seems quite trivial 

on the surface, it becomes a lot more complicated 

when the initial estimation of the number of first year 

students is off. We got to the point that we were 

contacting the clothing company so often, that we got 

the private phone number of our contact person. 

At this point, most things were organized, and we are 

about two weeks away from Intro, normally a week to 

relax a little more, but for us not so much. The CIC told 

us last-minute, that there was going to be a party on 

the Tuesday of the intro week, organized by the study 

associations. I don’t know how many of you have 

organized a party for 750 people, but I sure as hell 

hadn’t. We basically scrambled to find all of the 

essentials for a big party: DJ, lighting, sound, bar, toilet. 

This was by FAR the biggest challenge we faced as 

the intro committee. However, despite the stress of 

the time limit, we pulled off the first GEWIS party since 

the start of Corona.  

The first half of the intro week itself was relatively 

high maintenance for us. Luckily, the second half of 

the week was a lot more relaxed. This was really nice 

coming from the high amounts of energy we had to 

put in the previous two weeks. Although I could go 

into detail of how the intro week itself was, I think 

many of the people reading this have experienced it 

first-hand. 

After the intro week, we always organize the FLUP, the 

FoLlow UP weekend. But, as was the case last year as 

well, due to Covid restrictions we could not organize 

the weekend. Instead, we organized a bike tour around 

the city, having everyone visit each of the GEWIS 

fraternities and play a game with them, ending the 

day with a party at a bar in the city. 

To finally end the intro season, the CIC organized the 

Intro+. 3 days of introduction week for second year 

students, who had only experienced a corona intro 

last year. We had fun activities, and of course tons of 

fun parties to catch up on the missed festivities of last 

year.

All in all, being part of the intro committee is a hectic, 

stressful, but above all, extremely fun time. I’m 

personally so glad to have joined, and would like to 

thank all of my fellow committee members for making 

it such a great time. Maybe I will see you next year as 

a fellow committee member. “Benny klaar met Intro”
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MELVINS 
HOW HOUDINI MADE GRUNGE HAPPEN

F or those who have indulged themselves in the music history of the early 90’s 
might have heard of the genre Grunge: lumberjack vest induced Hard-Rock. This 

Seattle-based musical trend has generated amazing groups which range in fame 
from musical giants like Alice In Chains, Nirvana, Soundgarden and Pearl Jam to 
more obscure names such as Screaming Trees, Mother Love Bone and Mudhoney. 
Such a vast stream of music is interesting, as it is always fun to backtrack and to see 
what initiated this musical movement. We may obviously talk about the very early 
origins of Hard Rock, Punk and Heavy Metal. However, I would like to put the band in 
the spotlight who I consider to be one of the main groups responsible for Grunge: 
Melvins. 

TEXT Lars Verstraelen

Melvins started out in the North-West of Seattle with 

few inspirations from the big machine music scene. 

This is due to the club circuit of Seattle in the late 80’s. 

Large bands and artists generally would not get that 

excited about touring the Seattle clubs and bars during 

this time. This resulted in a highly local and close-

minded scene in the city. The youth would get more 

excited to see their friends’ bands play in a local bar 

than to see a more renowned artist perform on a rare 

occasion. This was no different for Melvins, as they 

would play for their friends as well as watch their 

friends such as Kim Thayil from Soundgarden. This 

all changed when Black Flag promoted their record 

‘My War’ in Seattle. Whereas Black Flag was generally 

known as a Hardcore Punk band, their newest record 

had a closer resemblance to when you take Hardcore, 

slowed it down and added the paces of Black Sabbath. 

It was dark, intense and very artistic. Let’s just say 

that this made a great impression on Melvins guitarist 

and singer Buzz Osborne – alias King Buzzo.

Dropping his low E-string to a D instead, King Buzzo 

introduced a much more powerful, gloom-induced 

sound to Melvins. This at its turn resulted in a slur of 

records created by the band, without which the Grunge 

scene would probably never have taken off. Bands like 

Soundgarden, Tad and Skin Yard clearly ran with this 

new-found sound. The sound that exemplified this 

next movement is best captured on the Melvins’ record 

‘Houdini’. To me, the artwork is already a major selling 

point. If you told me about a band making dark, intense 

and strange music, I would never expect to see a 60’s 

style cartoon drawing of two kids playing with a 

Siamese twin dog. It clearly sends a message that what 

you are about to hear is merely up for interpretation; 

the sound will be ambiguous, and strange, but most 

of all very much in-your-face.

‘Hooch’ would be the textbook definition of an intense 

intro. With a very reverb-induced drum sound and 

palm muted guitar tone, Melvins do not hide that they 

see their listeners as a punching bag. As for the vocals, 

it sounds as if they hired a part-time lumberjack/

part-time asylum patient. It is such a filthy, maniacal 

voice up to the point where you start to wonder whether 

King Buzzo brushed his vocal chords with diesel. A 

song like ‘Night Goat’ continues with this whole 

approach of sounding gritty and (almost) sludgy. It is 

good to notice at this moment that the musical synergy 

between the band members is incredible. The way in 

which the rhythms are written out are almost prog-ish: 

seemingly random hits at the toms synced with a very 

gut-punch-like guitar sound. To think that the start 

of this record would lay out the sound of the rest of 

the record would not be completely correct though...

Melvins are, after all, also credited for creating a hybrid 

between early Grunge/Sludge and Art-Rock. A song 

like ‘Lizzy’ points this out incredibly well. This song 

alternates between very heavy choruses like those in 

‘Hooch’ and ‘Night Goat’, and a very strange clean 

section. The guitar tone is very thin – almost bland 

in fact – and the chords played are somewhat 

dissonant. It makes for this insanely nervous and 

anticipating midsections in the song. Once again the 

synergy here is awesome. The only guidance for the 

rhythm in these clean sections is the occasional drum 

hit every third beat of the measure. However, what the 

drummer hits is a deciding factor of what vocals you 

will hear during the section. I will not give away too 

much: as a fun little exercise I’d like to dare the reader 

to listen to the song and find out what hit on the drums 

decides what vocals you will hear. 

I will skip over a few tunes where possible, but I need 

to highlight ‘Honeybucket’. If there must be a song on 

this record which I would call Metal as opposed to 

Grunge, it would definitely be this track. It is incredibly 

fast, but in a very sludgy way. It is not a Thrash vibe 

like you would get from Slayer of Metallica; it is more 

like a boosted up sound of the faster and heavier 

repertoire of Black Sabbath. A band like Mutoid Man 

- a band basing every beat and blast on pure speed 

and sludge - must have been inspired by a song like 

‘Honeybucket’, as their music is as chaos - and speed 

induced. This three minute powerhouse of a track is 

more than enough to leave a remarkable impact, or 

stain if you will.

A song like ‘Hag Me’ still provides a Metal backdrop 

such as ‘Honeybucket’ did, but with a waaayyyyy lower 

tempo. It immediately reminded me of Doom Metal 

bands, such as Hellhammer and Candlemass; bands 

that basically wanted to scare the living daylight out 

of you with slow but heavy music. The vocals are done 

in a way more impending way. King Buzzo directs his 

voice way more to the listener, as if he would be 

standing on a soapbox amidst a marketplace. It is clear 

yet very urging. Listening to this song gently forced 

a frown on my face: it is so incredibly heavy. A song 

like ‘Joan Of Arc’, to finish off this small highlight reel, 

is still sludgy. However, this section of the record starts 

to lean more towards the Art-Rock side once again. 

The vocals challenge the listener way more, as you 

would hear these very high-pitched screams by King 

Buzzo combined with the drum and palm-mute accents 

that are somewhat random on first hearing. For a band 

that comes from a very culture-defined scene as in 

Seattle in the early nineties, Melvins sure understands 

how to keep the listener’s attention.

A band like Melvins makes me very happy overall. Of 

course, their music plays a huge part in this – after 

all, that is mostly the reason why I wanted to talk about 

them in the first place. Melvins however provides so 

much more for not only the music lovers, but also the 

music history lovers. It is so clear that Melvins took 

their influences such as early (Doom) Metal and 

slowed-down Hardcore Punk, put their own, unique, 

artsy, Seattle-based twist to it and initiated the spark 

that would light the Grunge scene. To sound derivative 

and convince the listener that you did your own, new 

thing with the given influences is incredibly hard to 

achieve: it is a key ingredient of what makes a good 

band a good band. It is a band that took their culture 

and put it at the front of their music. To see afterwards 

that other bands and musicians are clear derivatives 

of Melvins themselves just makes their whole career 

go full circle. Grunge must be grateful, but above all, 

very proud of what these men have done for music in 

the nineties.

0

0

Buzz Osborne

1

Cover art for ‘Houdini’ 
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I nfimum: A strange or funny quotation from a teacher, a student or faculty member. 
Here you can find infima sent to the Supremum committee via inf.gewis.nl.

Kostek: “Sunny! Wat wil je drinken?” 

Sunny: “Cola” 

Kostek: “Over 5 minuten?” 

Sunny: “Bier!”

*Tijdens een spelletje toepen.* 

Dylan: “Mag je bluffen?”

Sanne: “Als je een fruit zou zijn, welk fruit zou je 

zijn?” 

Noa: “Wat the fuck, wat heeft dat met Kerst te maken? 

Oh, kers....”

Romy op dag 3 van het academisch jaar: “Het jaar is 

al half voorbij.”

Susan in september: “Het is al bijna lente.”

Kees: “Jij hebt echt een radiohoofd en een 

doventolkstem.”

Kees: “Nooit gedacht dat ik ooit in een bos in het 

donker een integraal zou staan oplossen.”

Romy: “Ik dacht dit een fles curry was maar het bleek 

toch de stroh 80.”

Leon: “Volgens mij is dat mijn huisgenoot maar ik 

weet het niet zeker.”

Robin to some FMF kandie: “I just watched 

Interstellar, isn’t astronomy very difficult?”

Lucas, kijkt naar ‘cadeaus’ op Bol.com: “Wil je een 

pastamaker accessoire voor koekjes?”

Lucas: “Hu?”

Arend: “Hoe spel je accessoire?” 

Lucas: “Ass...” 

Arend: “Ja, dat heb ik.”

Leon in maand 3 van z’n bestuursjaar: “Wat is m’n 

gebruikersnaam voor de bestuurswiki?”

Roy: “Dit is de laatste kinderarbeid koffie!” 

Sjoerd komt snel aanrennen: “Ik wil die 

kinderhandjes proeven!”

Sjoerd: “Ik heb vandaag acht kilometer achter Kees 

aan gerend, jongens!” 

Merel: “Had hij je bier gestolen?”

Leticia: “He does not like you.” 

Bartjan: “That’s fine, I don’t like myself either.”

Saskia: “Vierenvijftig” 

Gijs *+6*: “Honderd” 

Leticia to Marit: “My Dutch is really bad, but I’m 

pretty sure that that’s wrong...”

Zwager van Arend: “Hoe kennen jullie elkaar?” 

Arend: “Via TRAIN” 

Zwager: “Is dat een datingsapp?”

Thijs: “Leon!” 

Ruben draait om: “Ik hoorde een naam!”

Tim H: “With I.V.V we do a lot of kook ehmm... 

streams.”

Pieter E: “Als we pizza’s meenemen naar de Costa 

willen mensen daar vast nog wel een puntje.”

Lieke J. with a completely broken voice after the 

FLUP trying to say she can speak: “I can...” 

*voice completely breaks down*

Leon: “Wietske fiets door, dan raken we hopelijk nog 

een paar sjaarzen kwijt!”

Casper: “Ik hou echt van hentai!”

INFIM
A

INTRODUCTION WEEK 
INTRODUCED ME TO MORE

I have to admit, during the first year of my studies I rarely hung out with 
internationals. My best friends were Dutch, and my student association only used 

the Dutch language. My second year was in lock-down which resulted in a lack of 
social contact (in particular: not any new contacts). During the summer vacation 
between my second and third year, I did a software internship entirely in English. 
Despite the fact that my studies are in English, speaking English continuously - even 
during lunch breaks - is something else. Then the introduction week came: I would 
be participating for the second time as an intro parent. One faithful day before the 
introduction week, I got the information regarding my introduction kiddos. As it 
turned out, they all were international boys.

TEXT Isabel Rutten

More than half of the current first year Computer 

Science students are internationals. Therefore, it is 

not surprising that my group only contained 

internationals. Other intro parents had also told me 

that they had groups with only internationals, while 

others had more of a mix. The lack of girls is just 

something Computer Science related, and thus did 

not really shock me. During my software internship, 

a fellow girl who is from Bulgaria told me that a lot of 

Computer Science students are from her home country. 

There were apparently so many, that they were able 

to set up a whole community in Eindhoven. I was 

surprised by this, since I hadn’t noticed it before. 

However, my introduction group confirmed her 

statements: several students were also from Bulgaria. 

It was fun to see people from the same country bonding 

over their shared culture, while also discussing 

individual differences. It reminded me of bonding with 

my Dutch friends; though we come from the same 

country, we still have local differences regarding high 

schools, friends and communities. 

The discussions amongst Bulgarian kiddos also 

resulted in discussions between the other students. 

What was their education like? How do they celebrate 

their holidays? What conversation topics are 

considered taboo? And, most regularly discussed, what 

is the best way to get drunk? Most students were from 

Eastern Europe, which meant that legal beer was not 

really on the table. One of the options was that families 

had some decade-long recipe passed down to brew 

illegal beer, a task still mainly done by their (grand)

parents. My doubts regarding the safety of this were 

dismissed, since legal beer had a price that was still 

too high (and also contained too little alcohol). The 

most popular option, however, was liquor. This 

expressed itself in cheap bottles of Polish vodka, of 

which a few may or may not have been consumed 

during the introduction week. As you can imagine, 

everyone learned a little bit about Polish culture 

throughout that time. 

All jokes aside, I really appreciated meeting my intro 

kiddos. They were from all over the world, and taught 

me some refreshing views. Simple things, like speaking 

English all the time, were not always done during the 

introduction week. Try to include people, as you might 

learn something new. So next time, if you are ever in 

doubt about becoming an intro parent, don’t hesitate 

and sign up. After all, the introduction week does not 

only introduce kiddos to new experiences: the same 

holds for intro parents.
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THE PLATFORM
L et’s take a trip through memory lane - or rather lack-of-memories lane - to the 

dark ages of late 2020. COVID-19 was ravaging the Netherlands. The lockdown 
was in full effect. I can almost guarantee that you can relate to the catatonic state of 
days blending into one other, with the most exciting moment being a facemask-clad 
trip to the grocery store, or a reason to go to the TU/e campus.

TEXT Michal Kuchar - GeLOBAL

I had one such reason shortly before the winter break 

- namely, a meeting with my student mentor. After the 

meeting was finished, I walked through the halls of 

floor 3 in MetaForum, ready to leave the building, when 

I heard a voice call out my name. It was a friend with 

whom I shared a connection that is quite rare around 

the TU/e campus - both of us are from Slovakia. Thrilled 

to hear my native language after so long, I joined him 

in the room that he booked to study in.

During our conversation, he revealed to me that first-

year committees exist within GEWIS and that he 

belongs to one. Long story short, he took me to the 

GEWIS room where I started the process of joining the 

FYC The Meerkats. Not only did GEWIS give me a social 

life during the pandemic, but it also presented me with 

countless exciting activities and opportunities. 

Unfortunately, most of my international friends cannot 

relate. GeLOBAL is here to change that.

THE BIRTH OF GELOBAL
During the summer break, I got a text from Jort who 

is now our chairman. He said that there were plans to 

start a committee to get more internationals involved 

in GEWIS. As his name suggests, Jort is Dutch. I was 

surprised to see him undertaking such an initiative. 

I appreciated the sympathy for the difficulty that 

internationals deal with, so I joined the first meeting.

Fast forward to today, we are a committee containing 

8 different nationalities stretched across 12 members. 

You might spot us on campus wearing our iconic 

light-green and purple hoodies. You can also recognize 

us by our vibrant logo, depicting a globe with the word 

“GeLOBAL” incorporated into it. With our diverse team, 

there is no shortage of ideas for making GEWIS more 

international-friendly, and for fun activities. Over the 

next several months you will be seeing a lot more of 

us.

On the 25th of October, we kicked things off with our 

first official GEWIS activity Around the globe with 

GeLOBAL. The people who joined got to take part in a 

fun yet educational pub quiz involving trivia questions 

from all around the world. They also got the opportunity 

to learn useful phrases (profanity and pick-up lines) 

from a wide pool of languages. There were snacks - 

including foreign ones, of course. There were drinks. 

There was a welcoming, inclusive energy in the air.

And there is plenty more where that came from. As 

this academic year unfolds, we hope to organize other 

imaginative activities and collaborate with other 

international-focused associations. Let our polls and 

activity titles be a beacon of integration for the 

internationals that open GEWIS website that defaults 

to the Dutch language. Everyone in the committee has 

a passion for the community vibes of GEWIS, and a 

passion for inclusivity and acceptance. Add those two 

up and the expression equals GeLOBAL.

If you want to see more of GeLOBAL, have a look at 

their Instagram page @ge_lobal
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I nfimum: A strange or funny quotation from a teacher, a student or faculty member. 
Here you can find infima sent to the Supremum committee via inf.gewis.nl.

Jealy: “If you want to go to Berlin, you have to speak 

Germany.”

Vic: “How long did you put it on?” 

Bartjan: “I DID put it on!”

Daan: “Zo’n goede chocolademousse dat ik er een 

moord voor zou plegen. Ja, een koe dan hè.”

Irne: “I hope it’s the right hole.” 

*2 minutes later* 

Max: “Irne, your thing is in the wrong hole.”

*Leti describing Blokker* 

Maria: “It’s pink, right?” 

Eli: “It sounds like orange.”

Daan “rasechte Brabander” van den Bogaard over 

carnaval: “Brabant, wat een ellende!”

Samuel: “Ik heb het script twee keer zo snel 

gemaakt!” 

Rink: “Dat is onmogelijk, het script crasht namelijk 

na twee minuten.” 

Samuel: “Ja, nu crasht het al na één minuut!”

Alexandra: “Jij bent vegetariër toch?” 

Jealy: “Ja, maar ik eet wel vlees.”

Alexandra: “Het zit ook gewoon in mijn genen met al 

die schnitzels in Tsjechië altijd.”

Niels: “Die is mis maar ik ben alsnog nat!”

Merel P: “Ik paste niet met mijn ballen door de deur.”

Ronnie: “Ik houd niet van naakte mensen, doe mij 

maar een fruitschaal”

Rink: “Dat is niet heel veel peper.” 

Sanne: “Jawel hoor.” 

Rink: “Normaal doe je meer.” 

Sanne: “Maar dit is ontbijt.”

Sanne: “Een rokkostuum is echt saai.” 

Tim: “Maar niet als ik erin zit!”

Wietske: “Ik vind deze muziek zo leuk dat ik 

helemaal geen zin meer heb om mijn lecture te 

kijken.” 

Gijs: “Dat heeft niets te maken met de muziek; dat 

heeft te maken met het feit dat je doorgehaald hebt.”

Roy: “We hebben nog wel wat werkende GPU’s liggen 

die niet meer werken.”

Niels tegen Roy: “Jij hebt zeker 39k naar jezelf over 

gemaakt, of niet?” 

Irne: “Dat wilde ik ook doen maar dat lukte niet.”

Roy: “Printen en strepen werkte niet, dus ik heb er nu 

PNG’s van gemaakt en die zwart gestreept. Ik voelde 

me net een ambtenaar.”

Bestuur tegen leden: “Ga weg dan!”

Susan: “Ik heb m’n telefoon niet eens in m’n pak, in 

alle zakken zit worst!!”

*Saskia en Elise hebben het over Elise’s kippen* 

Saskia: “Weten ze überhaupt dat het hun eieren 

zijn?” 

Elise: “Ik weet het niet, heb het ze nog nooit 

gevraagd.”

Sanne tijdens het kijken van Mamma Mia 2: “ Anne 

en Eline overleven de Bechdel Test ook niet.”
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ONE GUT PUNCH, PLEASE.

A loud roar in the distance startles you. You look up, not entirely sure what may 
have made the sound. Eyeing for a possible perpetrator, you find all but 

something suspicious. You’re probably imagining it. As you settle down again, an 
even louder roar robs you of the hope that it was all just a dream. ‘Ghhh!’, you grunt, 
standing up from your tree stump chair. ‘What does that thing think it is, coming to 
this side of the forest?!’ 

TEXT Erik Takke

You inhale sharply and deeply, flaring your nostrils. 

You violently beat your chest a couple of times, in 

hopes of awakening the necessary courage – or 

stupidity – to cross the dangerous wilderness ahead. 

All pumped up, you snatch your spear from its usual 

resting place and charge towards the sound: it is time 

to show the little punk who’s boss around here!

At lightning speed, you make your way across the 

forest. You cross the treacherous terrain, hopping over 

large boulders and sliding under overhanging trees. 

Of course, you get leaf-slapped across the face every 

now and again, but that is part of the job. The growling 

has continued and is getting louder. You must be 

closing in and start running faster, eager to face this 

attacker. 

Then, suddenly, the forest opens up. Before you lies a 

vast emptiness. What used to be a dense section of 

forest has made place for a wasteland. Only on the 

horizon can you still recognize erect trees; all that 

remains of your childhood neighbourhood is a ‘flat 

mess’. The place is studded with destroyed trees; there 

are tree stumps as far as the eye can see. Some trees 

have been cut in two rather cleanly, others were clearly 

torn to shreds and the rest has been ripped from the 

ground with roots and all.

Not used to this much sunlight, you block the sun with 

your hand as you search the horizon for the belligerent. 

It doesn’t take long to find the ravager, stomping around 

at the other side of the expanse. Its bright red 

appearance is in stark contrast with the green, luscious 

forest below and bright blue sky above. Even the 

colourblind would have an easy time recognizing the 

creature: its stature towers over the largest trees 

around. This creature simply cannot be familiar with 

the concept of ‘hiding’. 

“ ...I am astonished at 
how much of this 

annoying roaring I’m 
willing to put up with ”

You scratch yourself behind the ear for a second. ‘Now 

what?’, you ask yourself. Really, your only options are 

to attack – after all, you are extremely courageous and 

this monster is really overstaying its welcome – or to 

let it stomp around for some time and hope it dies 

from … boredom?

A couple months ago, I managed to get myself stuck 

in a similar situation. The ‘roar’ that initially grabbed 

my attention sounded nothing more than an innocent 

thought. As I am a curious person by nature, this 

seemingly harmless thought presented itself as an 

enticing adventure and thus worth investigating. So, 

I followed the sound, compass in hand, ignorant of 

what would come. I should have known that ‘harmless’ 

and ‘enticing’ don’t mix well, because at the end of the 

trail I was greeted by a very unpleasant monster 

throwing a big tantrum. And, well, it has been holding 

me captive ever since.

For ease of conversation, let’s call the monster Daniel: 

Daniel the Dilemma Dragon. I passionately despise 

Daniel: his head is ugly beyond belief, his feet smell 

and his roaring is extremely obnoxious. Making 

matters worse, Daniel is humongous and has very 

sharp teeth and claws. Oh, and good luck even getting 

close to these teeth and claws: Daniel drags a long, 

whip-like tail behind him which he happily uses to 

cut things in half. So, over the past couple of months, 

I’ve been going back and forth on my options. Do I 

engage and attempt to kick this annoying piece of 

trash off my land – yet putting my own life at risk – or 

do I leave him be, stomping around, beating my mind 

to a pulp? 

Given that he is humongous and scary, leaving him 

be sounds like the only rational option. So, I tried: I 

buried the thought deep down, hoping it would 

disappear as quickly as it arrived. Sadly, this strategy 

has been as effective as you can imagine. I can ignore 

Daniel for a couple days on end by keeping myself 

busy: grinding on schoolwork, hanging out with 

friends, working on some hobby projects, you name 

it. However, my brain cannot handle this constant 

state of busyness for too long; I have to take a breather 

every now and again. It is at these times that Daniel 

rises to the ‘occasion’. Each time I give him the tiniest 

bit of space – create the tiniest bit of peace in my 

mind, he manages to wiggle his way in and rear his 

ugly head, always with an innocent smile on his face.

“ To me, it was once 
again a reminder that 
pride comes before 
the fall; a humbling 
experience ”

As you can maybe imagine, I find myself stuck between 

a rock and a hard place. I’d rather Daniel and I didn’t 

co-exist, but his impressive stature and my desire to 

stay alive has put me out of options. For the past weeks, 

I’ve found myself initially making the decision to let 

Daniel roar in the background, only to come back on 

my decision a couple days later – the roaring is really 

annoying. But, then I see him again and decide to give 

waiting another try. After all, he looks like a vicious 

killer. And thus, I welcome you to my captivity.

While in captivity, I’ve made some very interesting 

discoveries about myself. Firstly, I am astonished at 

how much of this annoying roaring I’m willing to put 

up with. Sure, the roaring isn’t really harmful, but it 

sure is a significant downgrade to my quality of living. 

Adding to this, the whole situation has shown me that 

when push comes to shove, I am really bad at sticking 

with my decisions. This came as quite a surprise to 

me, as I usually pride myself on being really good at 

making snap decisions and following through on them. 

To me, it was once again a reminder that pride comes 

before the fall; a humbling experience. 

I’ve also come to learn how desperately I want to get 

rid of this problem. The other day, during another 

session of contemplating on what to do with Daniel, 

I briefly considered trading a punch to the gut for a 

definitive decision on this dilemma. Mind you, just for 

the decision: I’d happily sit through the repercussions 

of the decision, just as long as a decision was made. 

I’m not entirely sure yet what to make of this strange 

discovery.

My conclusion so far is that Daniel’s visit has been an 

extremely interesting experience: he helps me learn 

a lot about myself. I guess I’m in luck because it looks 

like he’ll be sticking around for a while still.

You climb atop the first large tree stump, straighten 

your back and announce yourself to the monster – to 

the world – with a deep, guttural battle cry. Your 

announcement certainly did not go unnoticed, as the 

monster turns around and locks eyes with you. As you 

stare each other down, you squint your eyes. You smirk 

and enter your battle stance. Let’s have at it.

This story has been exaggerated. No worries, I’m doing 

fine. Just struggling through some tough decisions 

like the rest of us.
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WHAT IS THE MEANING OF LIFE?

42 (according to the book The Hitchhiker’s Guide to 

the Galaxy by Douglas Adams)

WHY DID I FIND AN ELECTRIC TOOTHBRUSH 
UNDER MY GIRLFRIEND’S PILLOW?

Dental hygiene is very important and the soothing 

vibrations of an electric toothbrush really hits the spot 

when it comes to feeling clean and feeling good! Be 

happy that your girlfriend is taking good care of herself.

WHEN WILL THE LIMBOPAD BE FLATTENED?

Probably never. The university has a diverse population, 

so it should try to let everyone feel at home. Some 

mountains (or hills, depends on who is talking) help 

with that.

IT IS OF COURSE COMPLETELY RIDICULOUS 
THAT NO ALCOHOL-FREE BEER IS AVAILABLE 
BEHIND THE BAR. IS THIS 1980 OR 
SOMETHING?

It is certainly not 1980, as GEWIS did not exist in that 

year, so there also was no “behind the bar”. If you are 

kind to Tim from the BAC he may be inclined to help 

solve this problem. 

WHAT IS LOVE?

“Love is putting someone else’s needs before yours.” 

- Frozen

“Love is just a word. Until someone comes along and 

gives meaning to it.” - Paulo Coelho

“We are asleep until we fall in love.” - Leo Tolstoy

So “Love like there’s no tomorrow, and if tomorrow 

comes, love again.” - Max Lucado

Because “Adventure is out there!” - Up

HOW WILL MY SHOES GET WHITE AGAIN AFTER 
A PARTY?

The ultimate trick would be to sacrifice the shoes and 

make them your “stapschoenen” (party shoes). Then 

you can always wear them to parties and they will get 

dirty, but you can use another pair to other occasions 

where clean shoes would be appropriate. 

If you are not a multiple-pairs-of-shoes type of person, 

you can try several things. First try a cleaning cloth 

with water and possibly (ox gall) soap. If you have 

leather shoes you can use a shoe brush to clean them 

somewhat and use an impregnating spray to protect 

them from further dirt. If you have sneakers you could 

put them in the washing machine. 

CAN WE EAT PANNENKOEKEN TOMORROW?

Yes, if you bake them.

WHERE DO BABIES COME FROM?

That was something I was wondering too, and then I 

became a mum. It has something to do with biology, 

so maybe someone from BMT can explain? In the 

meanwhile, use a condom.

WHAT IS A SUPREMUM? - A THIRD YEAR MATH 
STUDENT

Please pass Analysis 1… To help you get started, I 

learned the following information from the amazing 

book A friendly introduction to analysis (2nd ed.) by 

Kosmala (2004).

If F is an ordered field, and S ⊆ F, then an element s ∊ 

F is called an upper bound for S if and only if for every 

x ∊ S, x ≤ s. Furthermore, it is the least upper bound of 

S, or supremum of S, denoted by sup S, if and only if 

it is an upper bound of S, and for every other upper 

bound r for S, we have t < r.

HEY SUPREMUM, I’VE BEEN SINGLE FOR SO 
LONG. CAN YOU HELP ME? XXX WESLEY

If you read this and would like to go on a date with 

Wesley, send an email to supremum@gewis.nl or call 

us at 0800-supreMUM-blind-dates

OPEN SETS ARE BETTER, SO IS AN OPEN 
RELATIONSHIP ALSO BETTER?

It depends. Open relationships are not for everyone 

and require a lot of trust and communication to work. 

There need to be clear terms and conditions between 

you and your partner about what both of you are 

comfortable with and what not. It is also important to 

note that having an open relationship is by no means 

a solution to cheating or a way of “fixing” a broken 

relationship. However, if you have a mutual 

understanding with your partner, having an open 

relationship can be a lot of fun and provide a sense of 

freedom and excitement. So technically whether an 

open relationship is better all depends on you, your 

partner, and your level of trust and communication. 

DO THESE PANTS MAKE ME LOOK FAT?
Of course not! You look fine just the way you are ;). But 

those glasses make you look dumber than a doorknob.

 

A CAPTAIN OWNS 26 SHEEP AND 10 GOATS. 
HOW OLD IS THE CAPTAIN?

38

SOME OF THE QUESTIONS IN THIS ARTICLE HAVE BEEN 

ALTERED AND/OR TRANSLATED.

D o you have a question for SupreMUM as well? Leave your question in the 
SupreMUM box in the GEWIS room or send it to supremum@gewis.nl and you 

may get an answer in the next edition!
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PERFORMANCE TESTING REAL-
TIME DATA IN JAVASCRIPT

T he early days of editing and sharing files using a USB stick are over. Users expect 
to manage their data on the web in real-time (portals, backend systems or CMS 

systems). To establish a real-time feel in a browser wasn’t that obvious because, in 
essence, the HTTP protocol is stateless and connectionless. But the past few years 
many protocols and frameworks have emerged to overcome this challenge. 
Nowadays we have the “luxury” of choosing between many different network 
protocols and frameworks to achieve real-time data updates. With great power comes 
great responsibility thus making the decision of choosing the right protocol should 
not be taken lightly. Making a decision comes in parallel with making a comparison. 
To make sure we choose the right protocol, based on speed, CPU and memory usage, 
we conducted performance tests. In this article, we will discuss how the performance 
tests were set up and go over some caveats. 
 
The protocols and frameworks compared in this article are: Long-polling, Mercure, 
Ratchet, SocketIO, Server-Sent Events (with NodeJS and ReactPHP) and Websockets.

TEXT Bader Ali and Daan van Berkel, ISAAC

SETTING UP A TESTING ENVIRONMENT
Our goal is to make the performance tests between 

the protocols as fair as possible. To make the tests as 

fair as possible each protocol should be treated the 

same. To solve this problem all protocols must 

implement the same interface. Now a test executioner 

can use this interface to automate the execution of 

the performance tests and export the results to a JSON 

file. With the test executioner, the performance tests 

can easily be repeated multiple times to validate the 

results. To run the tests we used the following tools: 

Docker(-compose), Puppeteer and NodeJS. This whole 

process is started by a simulate.js script. This script 

can be run with various arguments to configure the 

performance test and control the amount of messages 

send in the test.

While reading the text above you may ask yourself a 

few questions. Let’s walk through those together.

 

Q1. WHY IS DOCKER USED IN THE TESTS?
Some of the protocols require a server that the browser 

can connect to. Docker allows us to write a docker-

compose file for each protocol and have the test-runner 

start the Docker containers. Docker containers allow 

us to monitor the CPU and memory usage using the 

Docker Stats API.

Q2. WHY IS PUPPETEER USED IN THE TESTS?
Puppeteer provides an API to control a Chrome browser 

with NodeJS, but it does not provide an API to monitor 

the CPU and memory usage for each separate tab. 

However, these values can be extracted by the system 

itself using the built-in monitoring tools. The built-in 

monitoring only allows for measuring an entire process 

not a single tab in a web browser. For that reason, we 

need to spin up a separate Puppeteer browser with a 

single client to measure its performance. To do this 

in NodeJS the pidusage package can be used; simply 

provide pidusage with a process id and the performance 

metrics are available using a callback function.

Q3. HOW TO COMMUNICATE BETWEEN 
NODEJS AND ALL PUPPETEER INSTANCES?
After the browser is done receiving all messages from 

the server, it needs to communicate this information 

back to the NodeJS application. This can be done 

using a hook in the Puppeteer instance on the console 

event. It is possible to listen to `console.log` events 

from an instance and get the results in a callback in 

NodeJS.

Q4. HOW TO KEEP THE TESTS FAIR BETWEEN 
DIFFERENT TECHNOLOGIES?
Since SocketIO is written in JavaScript and the test-

runner is also written in JavaScript, we could import 

SocketIO in the test-runner and make use of SocketIO 

directly. However, this would not be a fair comparison 

for other protocols not written in JavaScript. Let's take 

ReactPHP as an example. The test-runner has no way 

to execute PHP code. We can solve this issue by writing 

an HTTP endpoint in ReactPHP that communicates 

with the Puppeteer clients via Server-Sent Events. To 

make a fair comparison between SocketIO and 

ReactPHP we separated the SocketIO code from the 

test-runner code and added an HTTP endpoint in the 

SocketIO test to communicate with the Puppeteer 

clients.

CAVEAT: BROWSER CONNECTION LIMIT
Each protocol has its own pros and cons. While 

executing the performance tests we noticed that some 

of them were maxing out on connections. For example: 

Server-Sent Event on HTTP/1.1 can only handle 6 

connections per browser. This can be overcome by 

starting a new Puppeteer instance per 6 tabs for Server-

Sent Event.

RESULTS
As we mentioned earlier, the test runner can export 

the results to a JSON file. But what fun would it be if 

we stopped there? To get a real feel and understanding 

of the results we need to visualize the data. For this, 

we chose to create a web application using NodeJS, 

ChartJS, AlphineJS and TailwindCSS. In the image 

below you find the results for 100 clients each receiving 

1000 messages. The results are the average of 10 tests. 

The Y-axis represents the time, in milliseconds, it took 

between receiving the first and last message.

This article is a result of Bader en Daan's graduation 

research. Go to our developer blog, if you like to view 

this blog with code examples.

0

https://docs.docker.com/engine/api/v1.41/# 

operation/containerstats

1

https://www.npmjs.com/package/pidusage

2

www.isaac.nl/nl/developer-blog/
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GRADUATION
D uring your preparation for your exam your mouse suddenly stops working. Well, 

that could not have been timed better with your programming exam next week. 
In your room you search for your old one, however without any luck. So you decide to 
buy a new one at bol.com and add your favorite pens to your shopping basket too, to 
make sure you do not have to pay any delivery costs. The next day your order is 
delivered, but to your biggest surprise the pens are in an envelope in your mailbox 
and the delivery service hands you over with the mouse. Your feeling says that this 
can be improved, right?! The use of cartons can be saved by combining the delivery. 
Well, that was exactly my thought and therefore I was even more lucky that I was 
able to perform my graduation project at bol.com.

TEXT Illona Hoenderop

Soon, I found out that the above described problem 

was not as easy to solve as I had in mind. For example, 

in my case, the mouse was stored in the warehouse 

in Waalwijk while the pens were delivered from a local 

partner of bol.com. This is one of the reasons why 

these kinds of optimization problems at bol.com are 

a lot more complex than I imagined. 

Before I start to tell you more more about these exciting, 

challenging, optimization problems as I just described, 

I want to introduce myself shortly for the ones who 

do not know me (yet). I am Illona Hoenderop and I 

completed my bachelor Applied Mathematics and 

master Industrial and Applied Mathematics at the 

Eindhoven University of Technology. Additionally, 

during my student time, I was an active member at 

our study association GEWIS. I participated in several 

committees such as the intro, Stijl and Advisory Board. 

I was also the chairman of the 37th board 3 years ago 

and a member of fraternity ATHENA. 

What I liked the most during my studies was to apply 

the theory I learned during the lectures on problems 

we face in the industry. This makes me just really 

enthusiastic as suddenly mathematics becomes such 

a powerful tool! As a result, I wanted to perform my 

graduation project at a company where I was able to 

apply my mathematical skills to a real life problem. 

Luckily, I got the chance at the e-commerce bol.com!

At the start of this piece, I started with a problem which 

a lot of you will recognize. Well, soon I found out that 

this problem is more complex than you realize. For 

example, maybe both items are not stored at the same 

warehouse. Therefore, during my graduation I focused 

on the following: sourcing orders to warehouses. Before 

my project the order sourcing was only based on 

minimizing costs and my task was to also take the 

capacities into account. 

The two main challenges of this problem are in the 

stochasticity. First of all, the number of orders we 

expect to be placed during the day. Secondly, the type 

of orders that will be placed. The properties of the 

orders determine the box in which it can be packed, 

the warehouses at which it is stored, and much more. 

This problem was in first instance approached by the 

use of Markov Decision Processes. This allowed us to 

take the stochasticity of the problem into account. 

Soon we found out that the problem was way too big 

and complex to take this all into account. 

Therefore, the problem was translated to a network 

flow problem. The goal was to find a cost minimizing 

feasible flow. This solution was used to make use of 

the theory from Linear Programming to come up with 

the so-called Lagrange multiplier or shadow price, 

which is a penalty that can be added to decrease the 

load at points which exceed capacity otherwise. It 

seemed that this offers a great solution for the problem 

discussed, to be able to still minimize the costs while 

taking capacities into account. 

All in all, I loved to work on this project as I worked 

with a lot of passion on it. If you got enthusiastic from 

this piece, have some questions or something else, do 

not hesitate to contact me! 

When you combine your passion with your job, you 

will reach your personal top!
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INSPIRATION
T his was not my original idea for this edition, but it actually felt like it would fit 

better than what I had previously planned and I stand by it. I don’t know if you’ve 
been forced/coerced into not doing something you’re passionate about and let me tell 
you… it’s debilitating. Hopefully, this helps you a bit :)

TEXT Leticia Malagutti
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Inspiration. This tiny word is what is keeping me from 

writing, drawing, painting, and even singing. It’s what’s 

keeping me from things I’m really passionate about 

(not that I’m good at any of those things, but I do like 

doing them). It’s funny how something that may seem 

so small can actually really leave you motionless. This 

ties with Newton’s First Law of Motion, in a way… “A 

body at rest will remain at rest until a net force acts 

on it.” In my case, that net force is an inspiration. Some 

people say that to change that you just have to sit 

down and start doing it, and while I agree, people who 

have suffered from a creative block know that 

sometimes it’s not that easy. *Cries in writer’s block*

To me, writer’s block is very incapacitating because 

more often than not, writing is easier than talking for 

me, and if you’ve met me you know I barely ever shut 

up, so this is saying something. I’ve always found it a 

lot easier to express myself in writing than speaking, 

which is why I chose to join the Supremum in the first 

place. I feel like the reason for it is because my mind 

is in constant movement. I’ve never understood when 

people said “just clear your mind” or “stop thinking”, 

because it takes a LOT of effort for me to do that. Even 

after years of meditating, clearing my mind is really 

hard at times because I keep on thinking about 

groceries, or what I need to do, or how much time it’s 

passed, or what I’m gonna buy as a Christmas gift to 

my dad. Maybe this is the anxiety speaking, but it’s 

REALLY hard. That means it’s hard for me to gather 

my thoughts sometimes and the amazing thing about 

writing is that you can just press ‘backspace’ and 

rewrite what you once said. It brings me a weird sort 

of peace knowing what I do isn’t set in stone. I think 

that’s why it’s so incapacitating when I have a lack of 

inspiration.

Expression has always been a strong necessity of 

human nature, and it seems quite odd to me that 

something so small can stop it from happening. It’s 

similar to a tiny pebble being the reason for a skater 

to fall to the ground. And this is where this article 

takes a very inspirational turn, pun completely 

intended! Thinking about how much I like writing and 

drawing and how I really didn’t want to rely on 

inspiration to do it, I decided to draw with pencil and 

write on my computer instead of using a pen and paper. 

This means it’s a lot easier for me to go back and fix 

mistakes and make them better every time I revisit 

them. I decided that I wouldn’t simply make a full-out 

drawing in one go like I’m used to, but rather take 

several days to make it, so I can make it better and get 

closer to my goal with each stroke I take. I decided to 

write a few paragraphs instead of 2 pages of text, 

revisit it later with a clearer mind and make it work 

as I wanted it to.

This was when I realized I had been doing quite a 

similar thing with my study life and it also seems to 

be working so far. Obviously, I haven’t been stopping 

whenever I hit a hard turn, but if I feel sick or mentally 

ill I stop for the day, regardless of how much I’ve done. 

And I make a promise to myself that I WILL get back 

to it once I get better. However, I can’t force myself to 

do it, because I know I’ll just make myself exhausted 

and I won’t be productive. Finding that sweet spot is 

hard and I still don’t think I’ve quite found it yet, but 

taking breaks when I feel like I need them has really 

helped me out so far. It’s hard for me to do that for the 

same reason that it’s hard to write when I feel blocked; 

my anxiety keeps on telling me I shouldn’t be doing 

that. It’s really hard fighting myself on it and really 

bringing it to me that I need to focus on my health 

first, but it’s pretty much doing what I’m doing with 

this article: making the best of a bad situation and 

writing about the fact that I have no inspiration to be 

writing... hehe.

0

Nestassian: a fanart I have made. 

1

Lettering piece for the month of April. 
Something that I like doing for every 
month regarding what I think my 
month will be like.

0

1



ONE OF MANY
L ife wasn’t always like this. The passage of time has done it’s best to iron out the 

painful creases and wrinkles that are the memory of my past. Years of careful 
work have altered the precious and only remnants of different times, of a different 
me, the same way water persistently corrodes and eats away stone through the ages. 
I have changed. I have been shaped into what the world wants me to be, yet 
sometimes, as flashes of familiarity spark a distant flame within me, I am reminded 
of what I lost. Who I lost. These moments whisper in my ear. Ruthlessly they remind 
me of the sacrifices I made to be here, the bits and pieces of myself that I had to give 
up and leave behind. And I wonder, was it all worth it? 

TEXT Filomijn van der Poel
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Long ago, things were different. I was young, ignorant, 

and full of determination to make it in the world. Back 

then I was still dreaming big. I paid no attention to the 

desperate cries of my family, asking me not to go, 

practically begging me to stay home. After all these 

years, it has become hard to picture their faces, even 

though I know they cannot differ much from my own. 

Although our home was an unforgiving place, it was 

more beautiful than anything I have ever seen. Trees 

reached as high as the sky, letting vibrant rays of 

sunshine fall through onto the soft mossy ground. 

Luscious green stretched out endlessly in every 

direction, teeming with energy and life. Nowhere have 

I felt so at peace as in that forest, surrounded by my 

friends, by my family… Of course there were bad times 

there too. Danger in those times was never far away, 

unavoidable and unpredictable. We looked out for each 

other, back then. But that wasn’t always enough. Back 

then it wasn’t enough for me. Loss and pain follow life 

around wherever it goes, but now I know that there’s 

an undenying beauty and necessity in it. During the 

rare times when danger was nothing more than a bad 

dream, we’d come out of our hiding places and enjoy 

the little things in life for as long as we could. Lately 

these details have gotten somewhat fuzzy in my head, 

as if each day that passes whittles down the little bit 

of me that I have left to cling to. If only I had known 

then how precious the otherwise ordinary memories 

would become, if only I had understood the world a 

little better. In any case, I think that that is what gave 

me a taste of true freedom, what led me to decide once 

and for all that I wasn’t just going to stand by as my 

family, my loved ones, time and time again became 

the victim of predation, hunger or natural disasters. 

For once, I was going to act, follow the ideas and 

principles that I thought would lead me to a long, safe 

and healthy life. It was a bitter consolation, knowing 

that I was right about that part. 

“ I was finally going 
to do what I thought I 

was meant to do, what 
I thought the purpose 

of our kind was ”
After I left it wasn’t all bad, however. I was finally going 

to do what I thought I was meant to do, what I thought 

the purpose of our kind was. The thrill and excitement 

that resided in my body when I first ventured from 

home have left me since, but in their place a seed of 

love and loyalty has taken root. Although these 

emotions are vastly different from what I traded for 

them, I’d be lying if I said they didn’t bring me a sense 

of comfort, of peace. I have stepped into the role so 

many of my kind have occupied before me and now 

I’m walking the path that from an outsider’s perspective 

appears to be the one that will bring me the most 

happiness. Although even on this road of purpose and 

friendship, loneliness is never far behind, following 

me like a shadow no matter which turn I take. The 

times where it caught up were the worst part of my 

new life. But, especially in those dark hours, when 

everything stops making sense and demons from my 

past torment me, I find myself returning to the only 

truth I can be certain of right now: I am valuable, I am 

wanted, I am needed. My friend needs me, and she’s 

the only person I have left to care for.  

 

Between me and her, it was kind of love at first sight. 

Not long after I left my home I ran into her, young and 

determined to make it in the big scary world. Just like 

me. In her eyes I saw all the compassion and kindness 

that I was looking for, I saw a soul ready to commit 

and shoot for the stars. I’ve always liked to think she 

felt the same way about me, and I think she must’ve. 

Why else would she choose me? Why else did she take 

me home with her and cared for me? Needless to say, 

from that moment we were inseparable. I followed her 

around and protected her as much as I could, fighting 

until my body would no longer move. All of it for her. 

Blinded by loyalty I lived out my life, in pursuit of goals 

I couldn’t even begin to understand. Life was good 

back then, it showed me what unconditional friendship 

and partnership looked like. If only it hadn’t cost me 

as much as it did, maybe these intrusive thoughts and 

haunting memories wouldn’t leave such a bittersweet 

taste behind. 

 

These days I don’t get to see her much. As others 

gradually joined us on our journey, I started seeing her 

less and less. Now I spend most of my time sitting in 

the comfortable confinement that I call home, waiting 

to be called on, pondering different times. Looking 

around, it isn’t all too bad, and in some ways it 

resembles my true home. But it isn’t the same, it isn’t 

real. By now, I’ve lost track of how many years it’s been, 

how much time passed since the last time I saw her 

glowing face and twinkling eyes. A warm feeling 

mingled with nostalgia washes over my heart as I 

picture her in my head, as I think about the times we 

spent together, the battles we overcame side by side. 

Even though I lost the familiar faces of my friends and 

family to the teeth of time, I feel like their memory 

lives on partly in her, in my feelings for her, serving 

as a reminder of what I stand to lose if I leave again. 

However at the same time an insatiable craving for 

more lives inside of me, a hungry monster screaming 

at me from the pit of my stomach that surely there 

must be more to life. Is there really not more than this? 

This monster, these conflicting feelings of loyalty, 

gratitude and dissatisfaction eat me up from the          

inside, leaving the door wide open for loneliness and 

desperation to crawl in. Can I really keep on living like 

this? Stuffed away in a box until I’m needed, fighting 

for scraps of attention and love? 

“ Life was good back 
then, it showed me 
what unconditional 
friendship and 
partnership looked 
like ”

As I feel familiar vibrations going up and down my 

body, I realize with great joy she calls for me again. 

And suddenly, in that moment, I knew. I knew that as 

long as I am able to make a difference, as long as I can 

make her happier than before, then I’d be okay.              

The forest surrounding me started flickering and 

disappeared, leaving nothing but a black abyss. What 

was previously the horizon split open and true sunlight 

blinded me as I peeked through the growing slit. Even 

if I was one of many, I would not let her down like I let 

my family down. I would keep fighting. For my home, 

my friends, my family. For her. I wagged my tail happily 

as I heard her voice again for the first time in years.

 

“I choose you, Pikachu!”

CO
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ANOTHER YEAR, 
ANOTHER BOARD

H ere I am, once again. Last time, I wrote about my board year at ESEV Zephyr (the 
eSports association), but this time I can write about another board year. Yes, 

some people think that I am crazy, but I actually started another board year at the 
ESSF this time (and I am already thinking about a third). And what is more fun than 
two consecutive board years? Two board years as a secretary!

TEXT Pim van Leeuwen

M
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WHAT IS THE ESSF?
Most of you might not even know what the ESSF is. It 

is the Eindhoven Student Sport Federation and we are 

the umbrella association for all the Student Sport 

Associations (SSAs in shorthand notation). We try to 

make sure that all the SSAs are treated fairly and get 

equal opportunities. We help all associations with 

problems their board might not know how to solve 

and we represent all of the SSAs in Eindhoven when 

necessary. With us being the 59th board, we are one 

of the older associations of Eindhoven (which is 

definitely different from being the 6th board of Zephyr).

WHAT DO I DO?
All of this information about the ESSF sounds very 

nice, but what does this mean in practice? Well, we 

all have our general tasks; I am the secretary (again) 

so I have mostly administrative tasks. I still make 

minutes of the board meetings and the general 

members meetings. But besides this, I also manage 

the first response courses and the vans for the SSAs. 

Also, I am a “buddy” for eight of the SSAs. Every board 

member has seven or eight SSAs under his/her wing 

and for these SSAs we are the first point of contact. 

We have some meetings throughout the year to see 

how the boards of these SSAs are doing, to see if they 

run into any troubles and to see if they are up-to-date 

with all that the ESSF has to offer. In general, I love to 

get to know some of the sports associations better. 

Fun fact: you can make me enthusiastic for every sport 

association. I am also a member of Twist now after 

some friends convinced me to join (I really enjoy it).

A NON-COVID BOARD YEAR
In general, the thing that I enjoy most is that we can 

have a physical board year again. Last year, most of 

the year was online and I hardly met other board 

members (or even my own board members for that 

matter). This year has already started better: there are 

lots of constitution drinks which are like normal again. 

Our office (inside of the SSCE) is open again and 

everyone is welcome to come in for some coffee, to 

have a chat, or to ask some questions.

“ ...you can make me 
enthusiastic for every 

sport association ”
CONCLUSION
I have not told you that much yet, honestly, but that 

is mostly because I have only been a board member 

here for a couple of weeks. I have yet to see where the 

challenges are exactly. I hope to have a nice and social 

board year this time and I am already taking 

suggestions for my next board year (I have some ideas 

but nothing is set in stone as of yet, of course). So if 

you see me in the office, come in and have a chat!
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I nfimum: A strange or funny quotation from a teacher, a student or faculty member. 
Here you can find infima sent to the Supremum committee via inf.gewis.nl.

Robin: “Ik zit nog in de aftastfase.”

Rudi: “Gast pas op, die pneumatische 

slagmoersleutel hoeft niet kapot.”

Bouke: “Maar werkt zo’n didgeridoo dan ook echt?! 

Dat je ‘m gooit en dat die dan terug komt?!”

Praeses Houthuijs: “Verkade, wil je alsjeblieft mijn 

glas inschenken?” 

Verkade: “Met liefde!” 

Praeses: “Liever met prosecco.”

Emma: “Wow, ik ben echt lang man.”

Lászlo: “Niet omdat ze Christelijk is, maar gewoon 

omdat ze irritant is.”

Eline: “Ik zou wel een walvis willen zijn, want dan 

heb je echt een gigantische penis!”

Sanne de W.: “Ik was er echt volledig van overtuigd 

dat de manager van deze toko Bobo heette; Bobo van 

BoBoBoot klinkt toch gewoon geweldig!”

Teacher: “We will wait a few minutes to give the 

confused ones the time to get to us.”

Lieke J.: “Ichtus volk. Die kunnen echt niet 

afwassen.”

Jealy: “Nee, bij een hackathon moet je dingen 

hacken, niet programmeren.”

*Roy legt dingen uit over geld en financiën* 

Irne: “Ik heb een kleine piemel gemaakt.” 

Max: “Ik heb een grote piemel gemaakt.” 

Sanne: “Het is echt een dick measuring contest”

Wim: “Ik wilde gisteren nog gaan hardlopen, maar 

het was veels te heet. Dus heb ik maar een pilsje 

open getrokken.”

Anoniem: “Als ik jullie dan Nederlands hoor praten 

met die Engelse wiskundetermen erdoorheen vind 

ik dat zo vreselijk. Dat klinkt net als Famke Louise.”

Rink: “Aansluitend aan de vorige, want ik heb laatst 

ook nog een gat gevuld.”

Leon: “Sanne, je mag best sokken aan. Dat is 

emancipatie.”

Jealy pakt een vliegenmepper uit haar tas: “Hij werkt 

ook op sjaarzen!”

Leon: “Het is bijna net een echt verjaardagsfeestje, 

van de taart meteen door naar het bier.”

Alex vd P.: “Dat gebeurt gewoon man. Dan ga je even 

mee roken tijdens feestjes en zo.” 

Rink: “Wie was er nog meer dan?” 

Alex vd P.: “Ja, ik alleen.”

Pim tijdens Dirty Seconds: “Als je faalt, dan maak je 

een...?” 

Ilse: “Kind!”

Sanne: “Leon knuffelen is gewoon een ‘testen voor 

toegang’ event.”

Roy: “Mijn gevoel is net zo betrouwbaar als een 

coronatest.”

Susan tegen Romy over de barman: “Hij was echt 

goed aan het snacken maat, dat is echt jouw type.”

Iwan: “Als je m niet omhoog krijgt kun je trekken wat 

je wilt maar dat lukt niet.”

INFIM
A
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BEATING HUMANS IN SOCCER

T ech United Eindhoven is the robotics student team of the TU/e. Our robots play 
autonomous soccer in RoboCup, the world championship for robotics. We have 

become world champions in 2012, 2014, 2016, 2018, and 2019. The goal of RoboCup is 
to beat the human world champions in soccer in 2050.

TEXT Jorrit Olthuis

ROBOCUP MSL WORLD 
CHAMPIONSHIP
Our soccer robots participate in the Middle Size League 

at RoboCup. According to the rules, they need to have 

all their sensors on-board, this means they need to 

determine their own location on the field, locate their 

teammates, opponents, and the ball. Moreover, they 

need to be able to drive, handle the ball, and shoot. All 

this has to fit in a robot of at most 50x50x80cm.

Currently, our robots play 5 vs 5 on a field of 22 by 14 

meters. This field is too large for them to see the 

complete field. In order to obtain a full picture of the 

entire field, the robots can communicate using WiFi. 

They exchange their own position, the position of the 

ball, and where they see opponents. Moreover, they 

use WiFi communication to cooperate strategically, 

such as distributing different roles, determining when 

to attack or defend, and managing to pass.

TECH UNITED TEAM
We have some people working on the robot hardware, 

but by far most people work on software. Besides 

developing software, I am currently also the team 

leader. Unlike many other student teams, we rely 

mostly on part-time students. Many students stay for 

several years with the team, and some even continue 

after they have left the TU/e. I joined the team at the 

end of my first year, and am now (towards the end of 

my master program) still really enjoying it. Especially 

competing in tournaments is an amazing experience.

My work has mostly been focused on strategy. 

Currently, our strategy consists of pre-programmed 

lists of tasks for each robot. We have combined this 

with some smart algorithms to determine when to 

select a specific strategy and determine when to pass 

to a peer or shoot at the goal. Given our results at 

tournaments, this setup has worked very well.

For the future, we are looking to move towards more 

adaptive strategies. We already have some team 

members exploring machine learning algorithms to 

augment the current setup. The main challenge is the 

limited computational power of robots: our robots do 

not have enough battery life to run powerful hardware 

for a full soccer match. Nonetheless, we have already 

seen very promising proof-of-concept applications in 

the league, such as object (ball/player/human) 

recognition from camera imagery using YOLOv5.

IN
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I nfimum: A strange or funny quotation from a teacher, a student or faculty member. 
Here you can find infima sent to the Supremum committee via inf.gewis.nl.

Sanne: “Als ik minder bier had gedronken, was ik 

masterstudent geweest.”

Gijs: “Ik ben aan het wachten op mijn stufi om mijn 

SuSOS te betalen.”

*Thor schenkt mix met een rietje* 

Wesley: “Elk rietje maakt een zeehond dood!” 

Ronnie: “Mjamjam!”

Hannah van E: “Het is geen dispuut van het corps, ze 

gaan je niet in een put stoppen tot je gaat gillen.”

Teun: “Welk shot wil je?” 

Bus: “Doe maar die van 12%.” 

Teun: “Buh buh, ik val op mannen.” 

Bus, agressief: “Okee doe er maar 2 dan. Nee doe 

maar gewoon 3.”

Gijs tijdens Intro21 vergadering: “We hebben wel 

licht nodig, anders is het donker.”

*Wachtend op een koelwagen.* 

Thijs: “Is dat hem?” 

Leon en Sjoerd: “Dat is een paardentrailer!”

Thijs: “Ik zou bijna overstappen op Bavaria.”

Sanne: “Ik heb een eetbroek.” 

Wouter: “Dat heet gewoon een zwangerschapsbroek.”

*Rink zit de hele zondag bij GEWIS.* 

Rink: “Tuurlijk doe ik CBC dingen, ik mag geen 

bestuurstaken doen in het weekend.”

Wouter van H.: “Wat is die andere datumprikker ook 

alweer?” 

Samuel O: “LettuceMeet?” 

Wouter van H.: “Thanks, ik was het engelse woord 

voor sla vergeten.”

Jort v D: “Je moet die vliegen in je kamer doodmaken 

anders gaan ze zich voortplanten.” 

Maiko C: “De enige die zich mag voortplanten in mijn 

kamer ben ik!”

Milan: “Ik zou jou ook zeker doen Jeroen.”

Rens: “Ik ben eigenlijk wel vegetariër, maar voor 

kannibalisme maak ik een uitzondering.”

Sanne de W.: “Het was gewoon dat jij hier opeens 

helemaal naakt stond met hakken aan en een choker 

om. Ik schrok er gewoon van, ja.”

Wouter v. H.: “Als je begint over het weer tijdens de 

seks, dan heb je het wel.” 

Eline B.: “Als je buiten seks hebt, dan mag je best wel 

zeggen dat je geluk hebt met het weer.”

Gijs de M.: “We moeten nog een keer naar de saharah. 

Daar is geen lichtvervuiling.” 

Robin C.: “Maar dan kunnen we ook gewoon naar 

Afrika.”

Anne over een avondklok: “Het klinkt eigenlijk wel 

spannend”

*tijdens het testen van de infima* 

Rink: “Ik zal wel even een test doen om te kijken of 

hij nu niet naar iedereen doorgestuurd wordt” 

Sanne de W.: “Anders wacht je gewoon weer tot ik 

iets doms zeg”

Jealy 10 minuten nadat de presentatie van de WISO 

gastsprekers over Ron Boszhard is begonnen: “Wie is 

deze gast?” 

Max: “RON BOSZHARD!”

Wouter bekijkt voetbalplaatjes: “Ik ken deze club niet 

eens.” 

Irne: “Het Nederlands Elftal?”

M
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VOID
(THE ABSENCE OF EVERYTHING)

T his edition is all about passion, but on this page, I will consider a topic that is 
quite the opposite. The title already gives it away: void, or the absence of 

everything. Having that title at the top of a further blank paper is not the most 
inspirational, luckily my fellow committee members and predecessors were there to 
help me (shout out to Leticia’s article!).

TEXT Anne Nijsten
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In a Supremum of October 1990, an anonymous author 

already tried to fill the void of the page with an 

alternative Genesis, inspired by a professor most of 

you will know. As most of the readers probably did not 

read this edition (it can be found on the new Supremum 

website), you can have a look at it in the next column. 

Clearly, when some kind of void is involved, it can be 

filled in, although this may be difficult. Dijkstra is 

unfortunately not around anymore to do this for us, 

but his legacy has taught us that we can find the way 

ourselves. A starting point would be to think of where 

the void could be useful. Computer scientists may 

think of the void type in programming languages, 

which offer us many solutions on the machines we 

use every day. Without void, we would not have space 

to store our possessions, build our houses or even have 

a world to live in. In our universe, the largest empty 

spaces are, of course, called supervoids.

Sometimes, though, we have to appreciate the void 

itself. Losing someone close to us is not easy, and the 

so-called void that we are left with may give us a lot 

of emotions to deal with. Often these are related to 

memories, but these may grow vague over time. 

However, void can also be used to deal with those 

memories. You can for example transform an empty 

place in your mind into your own memory palace to 

help remember all kinds of stuff. 

Around this time during the darkest days of the year, 

possibly locked in because of a curfew, studying alone 

in your student room may give a feeling of emptiness 

and the lights outside may create a longing for a cosy 

evening with friends. This makes us remember that 

we need to cherish the moments in which this void 

in our hearts is filled. Being with others can give us 

all kinds of feelings, positive or negative. While 

emptiness may be something that you experience 

personally, discussing it with others may help to 

handle it. 

This also holds when we are stuck somewhere, with 

no inspiration. Fellow students, committee members, 

friends, family or some stranger on Stack Exchange 

may be there to help you. Eventually, every spark of 

inspiration you collect may give some direction on 

the way to find what you are passionate about. 

COM
PANY

HI THERE! 
TEXT  Sander van Eck (software engineer HiThere)

HiThere is een softwareontwikkelaar in de actuariële 

industrie. Voor degenen die niet bekend zijn met de 

werkzaamheden in deze industrie: een actuaris kijkt 

naar allerlei risicofactoren die bij verzekeringsproducten 

komen kijken, prijst die risico’s en berekent vervolgens 

premies en buffers die verzekeraars aan moeten 

houden om die risico’s over te nemen. Daarnaast zijn 

actuariële berekeningen belangrijk voor strategische 

beslissingen zoals het herverzekeren van deze 

producten. Waar deze processen in de praktijk veel 

handmatig werk in Excel vereisen, en dus foutgevoelig 

zijn, biedt HiThere slimme software aan die deze 

berekeningen volledig geautomatiseerd en op een 

efficiënte en foutloze manier uitvoert. Dit leidt vaak 

tot een totale kostenreductie van wel 80% tot 90% bij 

klanten. 

MIJN EERSTE PROJECT BIJ HITHERE
Augustus 2020 was een geweldig moment voor mij 

om te beginnen bij HiThere. Voorafgaand daaraan had 

het team namelijk een geheel administratiesysteem 

voor levensverzekeraars gebouwd en nu stonden ze 

op het punt om de administratie van wel 500 duizend 

polissen hiernaar te migreren; een klus waarin zowel 

de software als het team flink door zouden worden 

uitgedaagd. 

We begonnen gelijk, en wat me meteen opviel was hoe 

enthousiast iedereen werd van de klus. De eerste stap 

was het opzetten van een projectplanning, waarin alle 

verantwoordelijkheden en deadlines werden opgesteld. 

Dit document geeft namelijk een goed overzicht van 

de taken die gedaan moeten worden, bij wie je te 

melden voor ieder onderwerp en geeft een goed inzicht 

in waar je staat met betrekking tot je uiteindelijke 

doel. Ook werden me meteen de twee kernregels van 

HiThere gemeld: een deadline wordt niet gewijzigd en 

niet gemist!

Aan beide regels hebben we ons (uiteraard) gehouden 

en de gehele migratie correct uitgevoerd! Ik kan niet 

goed beschrijven hoeveel voldoening het geeft wanneer 

je een dergelijk traject stap voor stap als team doorleeft 

en uiteindelijk je doel bereikt. Als je vervolgens te 

horen krijgt van klanten dat het werken een stuk 

prettiger is geworden en dat de organisatie zijn 

financiële doelen weet te behalen ten gevolge van de 

software die jij met je team geproduceerd hebt, dan 

krijg je daar als programmeur een enorme kick van!

HOE KRIJG JE ZOIETS VOOR ELKAAR?
Een goede vraag, en een duidelijk antwoord: 

gepassioneerd samenwerken. We werken in een hecht 

team samen, waar we allemaal dezelfde passie delen: 

actuariële software bouwen. Ons motto is: “We turn 

sad faces into happy ones” en we genieten ervan 

wanneer we complexe dingen makkelijker maken 

voor onze klanten. Daarnaast zijn we echte teamspelers 

en houden we ons aan onze werkprincipes waarin 

transparantie naar collega’s en klanten van groot 

belang is. Een voorbeeld daarvan is het op tijd vragen 

van- en altijd openstaan voor feedback op je werk. 

EEN WARE “TOP JOB”!
Het werken bij HiThere is een ware “top job” gebleken 

voor mij: programmeren is mijn hobby, en hier heb ik 

van die hobby mijn werk kunnen maken. Daarnaast 

voer ik mijn hobby dan ook nog dagelijks uit met 

anderen die dezelfde passie delen en al jaren ervaring 

hebben. Doordat we steeds beter worden als 

softwareontwikkelaars, bieden we steeds meer 

oplossingen voor problemen waar de actuariële 

industrie mee kampt, waardoor de projecten nóg leuker 

en uitdagender worden. Dit zorgt alleen maar voor nog 

meer enthousiasme binnen het team, wat het lastig 

maakt om stil te zitten!

Ik kan iedere student daarom het volgende aanraden:

Omring je met mensen die dezelfde passie en doelen 

delen en je zult zien dat deze met grote snelheid bereikt 

kunnen worden wanneer je samenwerkt. Dit zorgt 

voor veel plezier en voldoening in je werk en levert 

geweldige resultaten!
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A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A BOARD 
MEMBER

T he academic year of 2021-2022 is already in full swing. Which means that we, the 
40th board, have already been in charge of the association for some months now. 

Our days no longer consist of only studying or thinking about studying. We have to 
be up bright and early to open GEWIS at 8:30 such that the coffee is ready for 
everyone who is still studying, or at least planning to do so. Although we do not see a 
lot of members early in the morning, we are impressed by those that did get up so 
early. When the coffee and tea is hot, we start to clean some things in the room, such 
that it is ready for all the members that are joining us on that day. 

TEXT Board 40

After the fight for our favorite desktop starts, we all 

have our own favorite spot and it is a bit disappointing 

when you walk in and see your favorite PC is taken. 

Now that we are settled down we can start to get 

productive. Some days getting in the workflow  is 

easier than others and somehow this seems to have 

some correlation with the amount of alcohol that was 

drunk the night before. 

The tasks of each board member are very different. 

Sanne is making an agenda for the weekly board 

meeting, or she is giving a speech at a graduation 

ceremony. You will see Noa making minutes and 

answering mails, Eline is mailing or meeting with 

companies. Anne is somewhere, on her educational 

island, having a meeting with her fellow educational 

officers from the other study associations. Leon is at 

the bar, having coffee dates with committees. Gijs is 

looking at budgets and receipts, or he and Rink are 

working on some project like making the internet 

cables precisely the good length. Rink is working hard 

on the new wiki or privacy documents. 

When it’s time to take a break we try to take a break 

as well as the studying members and eat lunch with 

some friends. We might get interrupted a few times, 

when people need something from the storage, or the 

coffee has run out, but that’s just part of being a board 

member. After the break everyone leaves to get to their 

lectures and we go back to the board room or to 

meetings as well. 

There are also some tasks no specific board member 

does, those are divided evenly; jelping members or 

others who wander into the room with answering their 

questions, or pointing the way, picking up the phone, 

doing the dishes and keeping the room somewhat 

clean. Next to the tasks that belong to our function we 

also have other fun projects that need to be divided 

amongst the board members. Eline has organized the 

winter dinner before Christmas, for example, and Noa 

and Sanne are arranging everything to make sure we 

have successors next year.

Every week we have our board meetings, where we 

get an update from everyone on what they’ve been 

working on. There we also discuss what activities 

committees and fraternities are organizing, we discuss 

budgets and install and discharge members from 

organs. This weekly meeting is the moment we make 

our decisions, so if you come to the board with a 

question, you’ll probably get ‘We will discuss it during 

the board meeting’ as an answer. 

When the clock strikes four, the board members face 

a difficult dilemma. Keep the workflow going or sit 

down at the bar with a drink. This last one is of course 

very tempting, but we manage to not make this choice 

all too often. Usually we work hard until our tasks are 

done. In some very rare cases you have to drag your 

fellow board member away from their desktop to get 

some well deserved dinner. Our evenings are also quite 

a lot busier than they used to be. We try to go to GEWIS 

activities, inauguration drinks, and hang out with our 

friends. A night off to just chill is also much appreciated 

these days.

“ We are very 
impressed by the 
initiative and 
creativity of members ”

Unfortunately, our board year has still been influenced 

a lot by the pandemic going round. When we started 

in July, almost everything was possible, which was 

really great. We had weekly borrels, a few parties and 

a mostly normal introduction week. The last few weeks 

we have had to cancel activities and put restrictions 

on the room again. It’s sad to see that activities that 

members have worked really hard on have to be 

cancelled or continued in an altered manner. We, on 

our part, are working very hard to make sure as much 

as possible can continue.

Although it can sometimes be hard to keep motivated 

when things go differently than planned, we are very 

impressed by the initiative and creativity of the 

members. Seeing the passion with which they step 

up for the association, makes us passionate in helping 

you as much as possible. In general, talking to 

members, hearing how they are doing, what they are 

working on and what’s going on in their life, is one of 

the best parts of being a board member. 

One very important thing as a board member, is having 

enough passion about the job, to be able to stand up 

bright and early, work on your tasks and go to the 

activities. The actual day of a board member differs 

every time and you always find new tasks and 

challenges. Luckily, we are all in this together. You 

can even choose a different board member to help you 

every time. Hopefully, all of you, the people studying 

or thinking about studying, also have the passion to 

finish their studies. If you need a break or some 

inspiration, you can always come by!

GE
W

IS
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WHY?

F inding your why, your passion or your identity is for most people a difficult and 
long journey that does not seem to have a clear finish line. We often identify 

ourselves with what we do instead of who we are. I, for instance, would identify 
myself with a soccer player since I used to play soccer on daily basis. However, when 
I said goodbye to the game of soccer, I had to redefine who I was. I had never thought 
about why I did what I did. Soccer was my passion, but I realized it was not who I am. 

TEXT Lisa Verhoeven

During times of Covid, the question of why seemed to 

have gained more importance. As a student sitting at 

your desk every day without much social interaction 

and exciting new experiences, the reason why you are 

studying becomes unclear and vague. Losing your why 

and your feeling of passion can be demotivating. Even 

a simple 5-minute task can take an hour to finish 

because you have no reason to do it. 

This unclarity can lead to difficult questions like: ‘Why 

am I currently studying?’ Since last academic year 

was solely focused on my studies, these questions 

started floating around in my head as well. I could not 

find the answer, because every answer I came up with, 

did not seem to fulfil all my passions. From that 

moment on, I started the process of finding my why 

for studying at the TU/e.

“ As a student sitting 
at your desk every day 

without much social 
interaction and 

exciting new 
experiences, the 

reason why you are 
studying becomes 
unclear and vague ”

During this process of trying to find an answer, I started 

asking around about the meaning of life, and the 

motivations of others to live their daily life, hoping I 

would learn something from it. When I asked the people 

who had more life experience (like my parents and 

my grandmother), the most common answer seemed 

to be ‘do what you like and just have fun.’ However, 

what if you don’t know what you like? This answer 

only generated more question marks in the process 

of finding my why. Now, next to not knowing my why, 

I also forgot about my passions. I could not articulate 

what I wanted.

To solve this problem, I decided to try out many things. 

I started a podcast, a blog and even a YouTube channel 

to figure out what interested me. By writing and talking 

about a wide range of topics, I learned more about 

myself and what I liked. Next to this, I also learned 

web development and built my portfolio website. In 

addition, I got an internship as a software developer. 

Lastly, I read many non-fiction books with a wide 

variety of topics, ranging from investing to biographies. 

Trying out different hobbies or activities showed me 

different aspects of the world around me, but especially 

about myself. 

The journey was difficult because so many times I did 

not know why I was doing the work and performing 

the tasks. Many times I felt even more lost because I 

again found something I did not like doing. There was 

one thing I kept in mind and that was to “trust the 

process”, a quote from my coach when I played for 

Providence College, Rhode Island in the US. Trusting 

the process means that you should never stop believing 

that the path you are on will lead to a destination that 

is right for you. Sometimes when we are trying to get 

somewhere we have to take a step backwards and 

sideways before moving forward. The steps backwards 

and to the sides can be demoralizing but by trusting 

your process you will always keep moving. If you keep 

moving, you will get there. So, I trusted the process 

and in the end, I figured out what I love to do!

I realized that creating is my passion and my why. I 

love to create by writing this article, by editing a video 

or by coding a web application. However, you might 

ask how this is related to my studies. Studying maths 

and computer science to me means creating solutions 

to problems and therefore it satisfies my why. 

Structuring a proof for Analysis 1 or coming up with 

an algorithm during EAPC to receive a balloon are 

ways of creating. Of course, this is another way of 

thinking. Most STEM topics are seen as less creative 

than painting, for instance. However, this is not the 

case. Painting might be more artistic if you look into 

the definition and essence of it, but proving 

mathematical concepts needs just as much creativity 

or maybe even more than painting does.  

“ The steps backwards 
and to the sides can 
be demoralizing but 
by trusting your 
process you will 
always keep moving. ”

While I learned about my passions during a year at 

university during Covid, I still felt like something was 

missing. I still did not understand the answer of the 

wise when it comes to the meaning of life. Fortunately, 

I am slowly understanding the view on life that the 

wise and experienced offered me, all because of the 

new academic year. These past few months, the world 

slowly opened up and at the same time, my world 

started to expand. I realized that you can’t define your 

why solely based on your studies or your job since life 

is about more than just what we do. Life is also about 

who we meet and interact with. Similarly, studying is 

not just about obtaining knowledge and getting good 

grades. Attending a university like the TU/e is about 

sharing your ideas with others and changing your 

perspectives based on the visions of the people around 

you.

“ Fortunately, I am 
slowly understanding 
the view on life that 
the wise and 
experienced offered 
me, all because of the 
new academic year ”

During my process I learned that to find your why, you 

need trial and error, you need other people and you 

need experiences. Hopefully, you will find your why 

and your passion, so you can love your daily tasks, 

whatever those may be. However, it is a reiterative and 

never-ending process. The lack of a finish line and 

constant change in destiny can be hard, but it does 

make life more fun and exciting. Always remember 

to enjoy and trust the process!
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I nfimum: A strange or funny quotation from a teacher, a student or faculty member. 
Here you can find infima sent to the Supremum committee via inf.gewis.nl.

Thies: “We helped blind rowers row without 

eyesight.”

*Linh talking about his ex’s tv* 

Linh: “Omg I miss it so much. It was so big.”

Victoria: “My first Greek experience was Matthew.”

Vic: “Did the pill help you to get titties?” 

Linh: “Yes?”

Max O: “Leticia, do you like nuts?”

Bestuurder van Simon: “Ze zijn met 

kankerverwekkende chroom bezig, daarom is de 

trap afgesloten.” 

Sanne: “Oh, ruikt het daarom naar jenever?”

Sanne bij het zien van de Engelse Babbel: “Oeh, dat is 

de IJslandse vlag.” 

Gijs: “Dat is die van Engeland.”

Sanne de W. over haar uitspraak dat ze stuk wilde: “Ik 

denk dat ik gewoon een beetje suïcidaal was.” 

Leon: “Ik dacht dat het over de courgette ging.”

*Gijs maakt een flauwe grap* 

Rink: “Dit had echt potentie voor een schouder, maar 

Sanne zit erbij.”

Anne tijdens het evaluatieavondje: “Nee, oprecht, je 

mag van m’n balkon pissen.” 

Anne: “Maar echt, de persoon onder me heeft geen 

raam.” 

Leon: “Maar er zit wel een trappenhuis.”

Leon: “Ik voel me gevoetjevrijt.” 

Rink: “Nee hoor, je hebt schoenen aan.” 

Leon: “Is dit hoe een condoom werkt?”

*Sanne heeft haar douche gekit* 

Loodgieter: “Welke klapmogool heeft dit gekit?” 

Sanne: “Ik.” 

Loodgieter: “Ik kan wel zien dat je je best hebt 

gedaan.”

Natasha tegen Bas in zijn I.V.V trui: “Ben je carnaval 

aan het vieren ofzo?”

Leon op Decadent Weekend: “Fusilli, dat zijn die 

wokkels toch?”

*tEun sluit een 2e monitor aan* 

tEun: “Zo, nu heb ik minder ruimte om rotzooi te 

maken.”

Liselotte S.: “Oh nee, m’n worst!” 

Alexandra S.: “Je wat???” 

Liselotte S., terwijl ze een worst van de grond 

opraapt: “Mijn worst!”

Sanne: “Het kwam dat de gastlezing over 

speekselketens ging; daardoor kreeg ik zin om te 

Tinderen.”

Leon: “Ik heb geen idee waar we heen moeten.” 

Rink: “Ik ben fan van links.” 

Sanne: “Ik normaal ook, tenzij het om navigeren 

gaat.”

Sanne vindt de film slecht en zoekt een review waar 

ze het mee eens is: “Oh, iedereen vindt deze musical 

goed.”

Sanne tijdens Hamilton: “Dit is nou echt commentaar 

op de multi-culturele samenleving.” 

Rink: “Het zijn alleen maar mannen.” 

Leon: “Ja, er komen zometeen vrouwen en er zit ook 

een hoer in.”

Willem: “Gaan jullie nog bekken? Ik heb zijn navel al 

gelikt.”

Ralf: “Mario Kart is hetzelfde als ademen.”

Jeroen N.: “Die kan wel een hardere tik gebruiken!”

Rink: “Toen ik informatica ging studeren stond het 

dus niet op NOS.nl.”

Victoria: “Sorry, I have to get between your legs.” 

Anne vd E: “Oh my, no problem.”

Wouter v. H: “Hoe heet die functie van Noa ook 

alweer?”

Leon V: “Nu zit mijn arm wel heel ongemakkelijk om 

je heen.”

Alexa: “Hannah, je mag niet huilen zonder 

mondkapje!”

Sanne: “Ik weet niet meer wat ik heb gedaan. Het kan 

een iemand zijn maar ook een WC.”

Sven: “Ik dronk omdat ik wou dronken.”

Gerben: “Hoe meer ik met GEWIS’ers om ga, hoe 

grotere GTST-vibe ik voel bij GEWIS.”

*In een gesprek over de multi-factor authorization 

die de TU gaat implementeren* 

Gerben: “Laat mij gewoon gehackt worden!”

Hondenhaar: “Hij moet stil liggen om hem omhoog te 

krijgen.”

Bart: “Hij wiebelt een beetje.” 

Ava: “Maar krijg je hem wel nog omhoog?”

*Research paper moet gelezen worden voor een 

presentatie* 

Sietze: “Ik ga hier zo lang over doen dat het een 

vier-seizoenen paper is.”

Koen van den B.: “Oooh de euros in de C4 agenda zijn 

voor hoeveel je moet betalen? Ik dacht hoeveel geld 

je binnen had gehaald!”

Alexa V.: “En dat betekent dat het schaap bij dezelfde 

parelketting hoort.”

Hannah van E.: “Wat komt er na juli?” 

Jules V.: “Ehh.”

Anne vd E: “Hij zat er een beetje bij als glijmiddel.”

Max: “It starts with a d... it always starts with a D.” 

*2 seconds later*  

Max: “Then there’s an Oh.”

Leticia while mouthing: “I’m getting in touch with my 

spirit animal... a goldfish.”

Daan (wiskunde docent in opleiding): “Een diameter 

is al 10 centimeter.”

Daan: “Moet ik er aan likken?” 

Rink: “Nee, je hoeft alleen maar de plakstrip eraf te 

halen.”

Velyan: “How did you do it this quick?” 

Mees: “Well, at least it wasn’t disappointing this 

time!”

Mees: “I really should start thinking.”

Linh: “I don’t have a brain cell, so I can’t be dumb.”

Vic: “As long as it’s soft enough, I can work it.” 

Linh: “If you have enough wine, it’ll be soft.”

*Jelte krijgt wijnfles niet open* 

Tessa: “Hij gaat wel meer omhoog dan bij Robin.”

*Ruben is bang voor kaas* 

Tessa: “Hoe kan je bang zijn voor kaas?” 

Ruben: “AAAAAH KAAS!”
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